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ABSTRACT
Finite Elements with h-ndaptntion
for Momentum, Heat and Mass
Transport with Application
to Environmental Flow
by
David Bradley Carrington
Dr. Darrell W. Pepper, Examination Committee Chair
Professor o f Mechanical Engineering
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Self-adaptive algorithms for 2 and 3-dimensional unstructured finite element grids
are recent to the solution o f partial differential equatmns, particularly those equations
describing envhonmental transport. An h-adaptive grid embedding method is developed
to solve the inconq)ressible Navier-Stokes equatk>ns for fluid flow and scalar transport.
An application to atmospheric mass transport is presented.
This h-adaptive algorithm, in combinatmn with the finite element method, has
been designed to solve 2 and 3-dimensional problems on Pentium PC’s, including
problems involving cooqxlex geometry on high end PC's, workstations and mainframes.
The Galerkin finite element solver is a 2 point Gauss-Legendre integration scheme which
en^loys mass lumping, Cholesky skyline L-U deconqwsition, and Petrov-Galeridn
upwinding.

ui
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This dissertation introduces and explains the application o f the Galerkin weighted
residual finite element method. Development o f the weak statements for the nondimensional primitive variable Navier-Stokes equations is presented along with a Poisson
formulation for resolving pressure. The semi-implicit solution process o f this Poisson
formulation is described in detail Varfous adaptive methods are presented with emphasis
on grid embeddmg. Finally the application o f the adaptive process coupled with the
finite element solver is applied to the solution o f the Navier-Stokes equations along with
the species transport equation.
Adaptive methods are becoming common place in the solution o f partial
differential equations. In this thesis, an algorithm employing h-adaptation is developed
for the solution o f the non-linear Navier-Stokes equations for inconqxressible flow and its
application to environmental fluid dynamics. Improvements in computational
requhements are discussed including comparison with solutions on globally refined
domains. Comparison o f solutions is provided by using benchmark problems that
provide a means for assuring the verification and validation o f the computer code.
Implementation o f the algorithm for envhonmental species transport is an effective
method to improve the accuracy o f transport prediction.

IV
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INTRODUCTION

This dissertation is organized into the following three parts:
1)

Formulation o f the concepts, the finite element method,
the governing equations, and the solution processes.

2)

Validation o f the methods and processes.

3)

Application of the processes to environmental flow solving
mass transport in the atmospheric boundary Ayer usmg the EulerLagrange variational method to optimize the wind field subject to
mass continuity.

PARTI

FORMULATION
The following formuAtion part o f this dissertation consists o f creatmg a
foundation to the mathematical theory and numerkal methods, explaining the equatfons
for momentum, energy and mass transport, and developmg the processes by which these
equations will be solved. Not discussed in great detail are the actual codmg and solver
strategks. There are numerous numerkal process assocAted with finite elements which
are not developed in detail These processes can be found m many books on numerical
methods and finite element methods.
1
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CHAPTER 1

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The first applications o f the finite element method to engineering problems were
assocAted with the analysA o f solid mechanics. The method has a robust mathematical
foundation in the calculus o f variations. The formuAtfon and the minimization o f the
energy functional used to evaluate stress and strains m solid mechanics are deveAped
within varAtfonal calculus (Fletcher, 1984).
The finite etement process for fluid dynamics had it beginmngs m earnest well
over a quarter o f a century ago when the mathematics o f the weighted-residual method
(WRM) was mtroduced to form variational statements to the non-Unear equations
describmg fluid motion. When the connection was made between weighted-residual
integral equations and the variational formulations, the weighted-residual method found a
robust set o f mathematics on which to rely. The Galerkin integral equatfons are a subset
o f the weighted-residual equations dating back to its mventor B. G. Galerkin m 1915.
The WRM process helps to simplify the determination o f fimctionals that might not be
easily derivable, such as functionaA for nonlmear equations partAuAr to fluid dynamics.
O. C. ZAnkiewicz's address to the 1972 Mathematics o f Finite Elements and
Applications Conference (Zienkiewicz, 1973) tqit^ describes the evolutionary progress
o f finite etements. To paraphrase from the address:
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The progress (in finite element analysis) A subdivided into three eras, the
mediaeval period where Aith moved mountains, the RenaAsance period in which
the classical modeA were recognized, and the Baroque period in which decoration
A added and also new suitable bases are sought.
ThA dissertation A an extenskm o f the Atter period, adding the decoratmn ofhadaptation to the process o f finding solutions to Navier-Stokes equations for
mcompressible flow using the projection method as applied to finite elements.
Using the weighted-residual method, nonlinear equations can be formuAted mto
weak mtegral statements. With the ability to create mtegral sAtements that are true over
any size domain, the application to smaller domains or elements could be applied to fluid
dynamics and the equations o f motfon and the acconqianymg heat and mass transfer
equations. Intuitively then, one can see that not only A the ability to render a statement
o f the motion true within a domain, but also that a particular domain must he represented
with some discrete set o f smaller finite domains or elements. The ability to solve the
weighted residual statements m an accurate manner A Astened to the elements or grid
which discretizes the domain or body.
The process o f grid generation and the evolution to a grid which has non-varying
soAtions when fiirther refined (a proper grid) are fundamental to the finite etement
method and for that matter to any mathematteal scheme relymg on a local represenAtion
o f the governing equatfons. Grid generatten typically can consume much o f the time
spent developing so Ations for partial differential equations. In an effort to minimize time
spent developmg a "proper” discretized domain, an obvmus thought A to have the
soAtfon govern how the domam A discretized.
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A basic premise o f grid adjustments or refinements A to minimize conqmter time
and manpower related to solutions o f partial differential equations. Typically, partial
differential equations describing physical phenomena are nonlinear and the domain on
which a solution A sought has complex geometry.
The method o f finite elements A employed to achieve the solution over discrete
portions o f the domain, i.e., over individual elements m the unstructured grid. These
discrete domains are assembled in a linear feshion to solve the equations over the entire
domain. The more refined the grid, the better the accuracy o f the discrete finite element
solutmn.
The finite element method A an ingenious and successful approach to achieving
accurate solutions to partial differential equations. ThA work discusses the basics o f the
Weighted Residual Method, in particular the Galerkin method and applications to the
solution o f the Navier-Stokes equations for viscous incompressible flows in three
dimensions. The focus o f thA work A the process o f automatk; grid adapAtion by h’
type refinement o f an originally coarse unstructured grkl. Solutions A three standard
problems using the adaptive process are presented. These solutions are verification
exercises and are conqxued to other known solutions. Application to the determination
of mesoscale atmospheric flow and species transport A then presented.
The decAion to use h-adfq)tation with mesh enrichment A a result o f the desire to
develop a high speed method for the soAtfon o f the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes and
scalar transport equations on Aw powered personal conqiuters and workstatmns. It
should be noted that the ability to solve as large a probkm as A possible on a small
machme has the inherent extensAn ofhemg able to solve even bigger problems on a
larger machine.
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To meet these requirements a time-explicit finite element solver was deveAped
which employs Petrov-Galerkin upwinding, time increment adjustment for numerical
stability and Gauss-Legendre mtegratAn. In addition, an efQcient h-adaptive process o f
the element enrichment variety as discussed m Chapter 3 A deveAped and enq>Ayed.
Refinement o f the ‘h’ type A the process o f embedding more etements m a
globally coarse mesh m locations where the features o f the fiow or transport are changing
rapklly. For incompressible fiows, these areas are near boundaries where vorticity A
greatest. For species transport, these locations are near the highest gradients m
concentration. Usually these areas generate the largest error m the solution and have the
highest gradients. This error A discussed m somewhat more detail as the development o f
the Galerkin method is made. Identifymg these high gradient areas m the domain
provides the location for enriching etements. The use o f gradients to locate etements for
enrichment A efficient and requires little time or memory.
Following A the discussion o f the Galerkin weighted residual finite etement
solution o f the Navier-Stokes and species transport equations for viscous incompressible
fiow m three dimensions. In particular the time-dependent, PoAson formulation for the
pressure form of the governing equations is solved with the use o f an h-adaptive method.
DAcussAn o f adaptive methods and the process o f h-adaptation follows m
Chapter 3. DAcussAn on adaptatAn is presented m general The process for the
automatic h-adapAtion o f three-dimensAnal unstructured grkA usmg 8-node tri-linear
hexahedral etemenA A presented m depth. Finally, a solutAn for a 3-D wind field
generatAn and species transport A presented to demonstrate the capability o f the hadaptive algorithm.
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The Weighted Residual Method, Norms and Bilinear Formulation
Solutions to structural mechanical problems typically rely on a Raleigh-Ritz
variational technique that develops the fünctAnal-a minimization o f energy where the
integrand A the potential equation for stress (Reddy, J.N., 1984). Another process, the
Method o f Weighted Residuals, seeks to find the orthogonal projection o f a reskiual
equation. These projections have their foundatfon in functional analysis, supplying an
extensive mathematical foundation. The value o f creatmg and using the Method of
Weighted ResiduaA A that it allows a simplistic method for the development o f the
variational or weak statement.
Applications o f the finite element method to second order partial differential
equattons employ the use o f Green’s theorem to produce the weak formulatfon o f the
governing residual equation. Green's theorem allows for the reduction o f a second order
equation integrated over a volume or area to a first order equation integrated over an area
or line, respectively.
Since the problem domain A a discrete system, the finite element method seeks to
minimize the error or residual, R, over the domain. This can be shown using a Taylor
series expansion for the heat conduction equation with constant conductivity and internal
heat source in an isotropic material as follows:
Let the residual equation or relationship be determined by
R { f,x ,) ^ - K S /f- Q

(1.1)

where the approximation o f the function f A given by
h x ,) = f ,T ,N ,
t=I
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(U )

which A a polynomial expansion o f order n. The term M A the weight, and Tf A the trial
or nodal temperature.
The finite element method seeks to minimize thA residual over a domain
(Zienkiewicz and Morgan, 1993). Requking the residual to be zero on average A
accomplished by multiplying the residual equation by the appropriate weighting function,
W |, and integrating over the entke domain,
\w,R{f,x,)dCl=0
a

(1.3)

This integral equation A an inner product, defined as a Hilbert space projection.
ThA Hilbert space A a complete inner-product vector space that includes piecewise
differentAble functions to the order or 'W. The inner product when equated to zero A an
orthogonal projection of the residual since it seeks to find values for T to make the
statement true. When applied over a domain, which A discretized mto finite volumes, the
resulting set o f algebraic equations can be solved for the unknowns, that A, the values of
Tat the nodes, (7)}.
For example, usmg Imear Lagrangian interpoAtion functions and five one
dimensional elements to approximate the function
sin(x) sJ. x6[0,2«-]
yields the values o f (7)}, shown in Fig. 1.1 wkh the exact solution.
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The total error between the exact solution and the approximate solution is shown in
Fig. 12.
2

1

■

Nodes

tt

Approxinwte Solution

“

Exact Solution

0

0

2

4

6

Fig. 1.1 Exact and approximate finite element solution.

T
■

Nodes

+

Approxim te Solution

—

Exact Solution

I

0

2

Eiror

4

6

Fig. 12 Error or measure between exact and approximate solution.
Error and convergence estimations o f the inner product projections are
accomplished with the development o f the Sobolev space. This is a space o f order m
consisting o f those functions which are square integrable (belonging to L^) including then
partial derivatives up to and including those o f order m and is equipped with an inner
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product Therefore, Sobolev spaces are a subset o f Hflbert spaces, that is, H ”'
(Reddy, D. B., 1998). These spaces are defined mathematically by
H ” (n ) ={«6f? ( n )

(1.4)

where the derivatives E f (u) are defined in a weak (variational) sense.
The Sobolev mner product is defined as
( m, v ) ^ .

=

(zy*u)(£)® v)dr foru,ve^H”' (ÇI)
Q|o|Sm

(1.5)

which in turn is used to define the Sobolev norm
(1.6)
Q |a |S m

Also, defining a subspace o f the Sobolev space, H " (O ), where certain
derivatives vanish on the boundary (typical in boundary value problems for momentum,
heat and mass transfer)
(O ): M=0 on r }

(1.7)

allows for the creation o f various semi-norms, and associated bounding theorems. The
bounding theorem, Poincare'-Friedrichs inequality, allows for the development o f the
equivalency o f norms in

and

(Eriksson, et al, 1996). This is to say that,
( 1.8)

The semi-norm 1*1^ is defined as ^
j|D 'w |d n a n d the norm, ||#||^ is defined
ia|»m n
dCl and C depend on domain decretizatfon Q , the curvature of

as ||u ||^ =l|n||^ =
Q

the exact solution, and the degree o f polynomial interpolatfon (Eriksson, et a l, 1996).
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Determining the exactness o f the approximated solution is fundamental to all
approximation procedures. The robust mathematical nature o f the variational methods
and the associated norms helps to determine the exactness of the solution. A solution to
any projectmn is as exact as the polynomial's interpolation allows. A measure o f
"exactness" for this bilinear equatfon presented above can be defined by the norm,
W T -fj^^ch '’

(1.9)

where c is a constant dependent on the domain, "h" is the size o f an element, and p' is the
order o f the approximating polynomial. This is the result o f Cea's Lemma (Reddy, D.B.,
1998). This Lz norm, a semi-norm o f the Sobolev space, is defined by the inner product

,

1/2

( 1. 10)

( T - T ,T - T ) =
\a

The error is said to be superconvergent for the Hilbert space inner product (the Lz norm),
since the values at the nodes at which this integral is evaluated are the exact values and
the integral is identically satisfied. This is not always true for more complicated
problems (Hughes, 1987; Carey, 1997). This error approximation can also be developed
from a Taylor serks expansion o f the one nodal value in terms o f another as shown by
J.N. Reddy (1984).
The difficulty with determming the error with measure as currently described is o f
course that the exact or true solution, 'F, is not usually known. When the true solution is
known there is no reason for an approximating method unless one is checking some part
o f a code for correctness. As first suggested by Zienkiewicz and Zhu (1987), an
fq)proximation to the exact solution can be made if we know that the solution lies within
the bounds o f the ^proxim ated projectkm or sohitfon.
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Then clearly, a data smoothing process, such as a least squares method will bring
the approximate solution close to the actual solution. This method is applied to the
gradient o f velocity, since the derivatives o f the finite element using linear approximating
functions are discontinuous at the nodes (Szabo and Babuska, 1991). Therefore, the
energy norm may be utilized to evaluate the error. The least squares smoothing process
for approximating the exact solution is presented m detail in Chapter 3.
The adaptive methods have their basis and origin in the need to refine areas in
which the error is high where the pertinent norms have the highest values. Error analysis
and evaluation o f the pertinent norms are also discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3.
Discussion o f the Galerkin method o f weighted residuals and the associated details are
discussed next.

Galerkin Method o f Weighted Reskiuals
Choosing the weight equal to the interpolating functfon W{ =N| produces the
Galerkin weighted residual method for finite elements. Although there are other weights,
this choice o f weight is popular and allows for the formulation o f one set o f basis
functions. Integration is done over discrete elements in the domain where the
accumulation o f these integral equations over individual elements yields a system o f
integral equations describing the enthre domain. In foct, the computer process for this
integration is nested loops o f additfon.
Employing Green’s theorem, one obtains the ‘^veak formulation” or variational
formulation o f the integral equations. Le., the integrand is transformed into a fost order
differentral. Hence, after application o f Green’s theorem the weak formulation for the
diffusion o f heat is:
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f
lw,Q dQ + [W,
Q
_
r
^
^ \

r£ ^ £ T

I

a

dx,

</T=0
üM )

0

(1.11)

Particularly beneficial is the way the integral expression automatically
incorporates the surfoce fluxes, i.e.
? = /» ;

dr

(1.12)

which describes the flux o f the energy (q) moving across the domain boundaries.
It should be noted that defining the integral
b(T,W) = \ ? ^ Ç - d Ç ï
Q àx^ ôx^

(1.13)

creates a bilinear form o f the governing equation. By defining these inner products, it
becomes a simple matter to determine the weak statement exclusive o f the flux boundary
condition. The appropriate flux boundary condition still must be determined from the
incorporatfon o f Green's Theorem (Gunzburger, 1989).

Global Coordmates as a Computational Space
In the previous section the transformation o f the derivative from the dependent
variable to the weight function was accomplished creating a variational formulation. It
remains to choose or create an appropriate weight fimction. Choosing the eigenfunctions
would accomplish the task. For this work the 1" order Lagrangian interpolating
polynomial is used as the eigenfunction. The interpolating functions are discussed next.
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Natural Coordinates as a Computational Space
Choosing a normalized transformation for the interpolating function and an
approximate weight produces the Galerkin Method o f Weighted Residuals with
isoparametric elements and a normalized computational space. The linear system o f
equations is assembled from each element in the geometric domain, which is transformed
to an element o f normalized length in the computatfonal domain. The natural coordinate
system is shown in Fig. 1.3.

Fig. 1.3 One to one and onto mapping between geometric and computational domain

This mapping or transformation allows for the development o f generic
interpolating functions known as shape functions. These basis or shape functions for
isoparametric tri-linear hexahedral elements are listed below [Pepper and Heinrich,
1992].
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(1 -# )(1 -I7 )(I-^ )

X"

(l+ ^ )( l- 7 )( l-0
(1+^)(1 + 7 )(1 -4 ')
1 (1 -^ )(1 + 7 )(1 -C )
' 8 (1 -^ )(1 -7 )(1 + ^ )

^4

(1.14)

(1 + ^)(1 -7 )(1 + C )
X .

(1 + #)(1 + 7 )(1+ ^)
(1 -# )(1 + 7 )0 + 4 ')

Derivatives o f the shape functions are obtained ftom the chain rule, e.g.,

dxj

'

(1.15)

Derivatives o f a global quantity in this computational domain are easily obtained
from the shape functions aixi the Jacobian (Beer and Watson, 1992)
' d '
Ô
ârj
3

3
3x
j 3
3y
3
3z
■

_

'

(1.16)

where the Jacobian is defined as

J=

3x

3y

3z

3x
3 tj
3x

3y
3rj
3y

3z
3ri
3z

The relationship between global and computational domain derivatives o f a
function is given by (Fletcher, 1984)
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dNj

dy

dx

3Nj
drj
3N.

dx
dri
dx

dy
dri
dy

dz
d^
dz
dri
dz

âNj

àÇ.

dz

dx
âNj

ôy

(1.18)

âNj

This transformation is nonsingular (Zienkiewicz and Morgan, 1993), meaning it is
one to one and onto the domain of the natural coordinate system. For each element the
derivatives o f variables (trial functions) in the global domain can be defined as

\df
dx
df
dy
df
dx

(1.19)

=J'

where the inverse Jacobian is given by

dx

dy

dz

3^

3^

3^

3x

dy

dz

drj

3 tj

drj

dx
L àÇ

dy
3Ç

( 1.20)

dz
dC

All the components that are needed to solve the weakened Galerkin weighted residual
equation have been examined except for the hnplementation o f the boundary conditions
and integration.
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Boundary Conditions
Evaluating the boundary integral for the second order bilinear equation, given as
dr

(121)

over the surfoce F requhres simply notking that
£ T . r7T
ÔT
=/l*VT =M_-----+/!„---ân
dx
dy

( 1.22)

/i

y

Fig. 1.4 Normal to surfoce and direction cosines
Determining the value o f the direction cosines, n^and
dy
n.= cos0--^
dr

is obtained from noticing that

dx
and /i„= sinô= —
^
dr

(1.23)

as defined in Figure 1.4. Therefore the equation for the surfoce integral in 2-dimensions
(actually a line integral) becomes
-jkir,

'

at

a t'

dr
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Integration
Integration takes place over sampling points within the domain. Since we have
made a transformation to a normalized conq)utational domain, the mq>iementation of
Gauss-Legendre quadrature for the numerical integration can be applied directly to the
integral equations without a change o f limits. The integration in three dimensions is
shown in the following equation (Pepper and Heinrich, 1992):
ff

1-1 7-1 *»l

(1-25)

where the Gauss weights o f integration, w<, are evaluated at the Gauss points, ^ , 7 , 4' •
For two point quadrature the weights are 1.0 at points ±1/V3 for each direction.
Therefore, in three dimensions there are eight weighting points (2x2x2). Higher
integration accuracy can be achieved with more points o f integration. The integration for
one point quadrature occurs at the centroid of the element in the computational domain,
with weight o f 2.0.

Matrix Equations
As in the implicit or semi-implicit type formulations for the heat equation using
finite difference methods (Fletcher, 1994), a matrix equation results o f size m x n, where
m is the number o f degrees o f freedom times the number o f nodes (n) in the domain. It
should be noted that for the finite element formulation a matrix equation is always
formulated, whkh is not necessarily the case for a finite difference.
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As in the finite difference method, a solution can be simply marched forward in
time, i.e., an explicit solution method, or a fully implicit solution can be pursued.
Various other methods, such as the semi-implicit Crank-Nicholson, can be constructed to
solve the governing equations.
In the above equations there are no convective terms. Equations o f this type are
linear and generally have analytical solutions in simple geometry. However, for complex
geometries, as well as nonlinear, convective problems, analytical solutions are extremely
difficult to achieve or are nonexistent.
As will be seen in chapter 2, the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations do not
demonstrate linearity or conq>lete specification. The incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations are nonlinear equations, ranging from elliptic to hyperbolic depending on the
velocity and viscosity.
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CHAPTER 2

MOMENTUM, HEAT AND MASS TRANSPORT
FOR INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS
Applying the usual continuum evaluation o f an elemental volume for mass,
momentum and energy conservation, the following equations are found.

Continuity
A mass consistent analysis o f an elemental volume produces the continuity
equation as illustrated below. The time rate o f change o f mass density within a volume is
equal to the mass flux across the surfoce o f the volume. Stated mathematically.
' d p u ^ d p v ^ dpw^
=0
dx
dy
dz ^

(2.1)

where p is density and u, v, w are the velocity components in the x, y, and z dvections,
respectively. For incompressible flows, density is constant and this equation reduces to

f î - g - S -

19
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Equations for Fluid Momentum
A stress-strain analysis o f Newtonian fluid in the limit produces the Cauchy equations

where Ui is deflned as the component o f velocity in the i* dhrection, P is pressure, and^
is a body force in the indirection.
Stress is related to the rate o f strain. For a Newtonian fluid this relationship is linear,
(T^ = 2 //^ < 5 y fori=j
OXj

âXj

âXf

(2.4)

for i# j

(2.5)

Substituting these relations into the Cauchy equations produces the equations o f
motion for a viscous incompressible fluid, given as

dt

dx

dy

dz

p j , ^ dx,

p^,^

V ,

(2.6)

where the body force is associated with the direction x, , i.e., gravitational acceleration
’g’.
Thermal expansion
Fluid conducting heat away from a surfoce may experience expansion. This
expansion changes the fluid's density near the hot surfoce. The difference in density
between the warmer and cooler fluid, fluid that is differentially heated is a buoyant body
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force for the fluid. The buoyant body force is represented as, — —
Pftuid

, and for the

i* directkn momentum is given by
dU,
dU,
dU ,
dU,
- + M ----- '-+ V ------ -+M>------ - =
dt
dx
dy

1 dP

-

Pfiuid

(2.7)
Pfluid

Pfhud

Energy
The thermal transport equation for an incompressible fluid that is calorically
perfect is given as
q2T q2 j - Q l f
dT
ÔT
dT
dT
k
•+—^ + +u
+v ——+ w———--------d3^ a /
d^
dt
dx
dy dz

(2.8)
P fluid

where the viscous dissipation term that relates frictional heating o f the fluid caused by
viscous effects is neglected and Q volumetric heat source.

Mass Transport
Eulerian
The Eulerian form o f the species concentration equation is found by conservation
o f mass over a control volume using an inertial reference frame.
dC,

dC,

dC,

dC,

D,

d^C.

d^C.

Pfluid

dx^

dy^

where ' v, ' is the settling velocity, Dj the Fickian diffosivity and,

dz^

+Qc.

(2.9)

a source for the j th

species. The settling velocity is the steady state solution found from the ordinary
differential equation relating body forces and drag forces o f the particular species in
question.
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Lagrangian
Lagrangian mass transport is a particle transport method. The method utilizes a
forward Kolmorgrov stochastic differential equation in its most cong)lex form, or simply
is advected with the flow along streamlines in its simplest form. This subject is presented
in Chapter 7 dealing with mass transport

Non-dimensional forms o f the governing Equations
By substituting the following scaling relations into the governing equations.
u , = ^ / = ^ , p * =—^ , x * = y . / = y , / = y . sad R e= ^ ” ^*^
K.
L
p^Vt
L
L
L

(2.10)

a set o f nondimensional equations is produced.
Continuitv
The equation for conservation o f mass for an incompressible fluid becomes

S

- g - l r -

»-■■>

Navier-Stokes Equatfons
The conservation o f momentum for an incompressible fluid is
du
du
du
du
dp
\ —i
— +M
+ v — +w— = — —+ — V u
dt
dx
dy
dz
d x Re

^
X component

(2.12)

dv
âv
dv
dv
dp
1
— + « — + v — +w— = — —+— V V y component
dt
dx
dy
dz
d y Re

..
(2.13)

For the 'z', coordinate direction parallel to the actfon of gravitational acceleration the
nondimensional body force term is the Froude number, F r L / , i.e.,
dw
d w dyt d w
dp
\ —2
\
^
+M
+v
+w
= — —+ — V w---- zcomponent
dt
dx
dy
dz
dz
Re
Fr
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For mixed thermal convection. Le., free convection combined with forced convection, the
governing equation for the momentum in the vertical direction is obtained by using the
Boussinesq approximation for thermal e}q)ansion, P=p„ { T - T / ) l { p - p J j .
T
Incorporating the non-dimensional relations o f © = --------— yields
The, ~TecU
ÔW
âw
ÔW
dMf
1 _2
I
^
+u
+v
+w ------=— —+ — V W -— 5— 0 zcomponent
ât
dx
dy
dz
d z Re
Re^Gr

where the Grashof number is Gr=-

(2.15)

,
V

For free or natural convection the governing equation for the momentum in the
vertical direction is obtained by using the Boussinesq approximation for thermal
expansion, and using the non-dimensional relations o f temperature 0 . In addition, since
there is no free stream reference velocity, new non-dimensional relations are substituted
for velocity, time and pressure. Substituting these new terms
u

a

• a ,
=v—,w

a

.

Û
,,
~ — on dp

p„a^
,
..
,
— produces the vertical component for

the momentum equation,
^^+ M ^^+ v^^+w ^^= -^^+ PrV ^w + FoPr0
dt
dx
dy
dz
dz

zcomponent

(2.16)

where Prandk number is Pr=—=
, and the Rayleigh number is Ro=G r Pr . The
a k/p„Cp
components o f momentum change with the replacement o f the inverse Reynolds number,
l/Re, with the Prandk number, Pr.
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E n^gy
Substituting the appropriate terms into the governing equation for transport o f
thermal energy and neglecting volumetric sources yields
— +tt— + v — +w— = - i —VY
dt
dx
dy
d z RePr

(2.17)

E ulerian M ass T ransport

Substituting the additional relation ' Sc=Pp! Dj into the governing equation for
species transport yields
dCj
—
dt

ac
ac,
ac
i
cPCj
-4------ ---------- +&
---- -+ v ---- - + { w - w . )— - = -------dx
dy
‘ dz
KeSc dx^
a/
az'

where D, the Fickian diffosivity and,

(2 . 18)

a source for the j'*'species. The settling

velocity o f the j"* species, w, , is the steady state solution found from the ordinary
differential equation relating body forces and drag forces o f the particular species in
question. Although, the settling velocity is shown in equation 2.19 to have only resulting
velocity in the ‘z’ coordinate direction it could be present or have components in other
dfrections.

Solution Process
Numerous methods exist for the solution o f these forms o f nonlinear equatfons. A
method for velocity, pressure and vorticity formulation enq)loying Newton’s method to
Imearize the momentum equation (Bochev and Gunzburger, 1998), and using the l^ist
squares finfte element method with a conjugate gradient technique has been demonstrated
to work well (Jiang, 1998).
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A self-adjoint projectrôn scheme (Gresho and Chan, 1990; Lohner 1990;
Ramaswamy, 1992) provides a solution for nonlinear problems using efBcient Cholesky
solvers. This semi-implicit scheme ideally has an advantage over iterative methods that
may not have good convergence rates when the solution is not supplied with a reasonable
fust guess.
The method used for the sohitioa o f the Navier-Stokes equations in this project is
a self-adjoint system created by decomposing the momentum into gradient driven or curl&ee portions and divergence-&ee portions.
A divergence free velocity field is maintained by the projection o f the predicted velocity
onto the divergence free space. This is an Euler-Lagrangian variational, a functional in
Hilbert space, whkh seeks to minimize the frmctional (Gresho, 1985)
^ + W ( C ] { v } ) < < n

(2.19)

The pressure is recovered from the divergence o f the momentum equation using
some initial or recently calculated velocity. The velocities are then updated from
pressure which is enforcing continuity. This splitting method is discussed below as an
Euler-Lagrange Variational projection into divergence free space.

Fig. 2.1 Decomposition o f vector.
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Projectmn Algorithm
The projection-step algorithm incorporated in this study is essentially the method
developed by Chorin (1968,1969). Using the Helmhohz-Hodge decomposition theorem
which states that any vector field in domain D. can be uniquely decomposed as,
v= M+V/>

(2.20)

here V#w=0 in D.aad u # n = 0 on the boundary o f D, i.e., parallel to the boundary dD .
This portion o f the deconqmsitmn is a projection onto a divergence free field (Chorin,
1993; Marchioro and Pulvirenti, 1994).
The projection is shown is Fig. 2.1 for the velocity field, v . Notice the gradient
portion has zero curl under the decomposition since the vector identity
Vx V/*=0 (Malvern, 1969). The curl o f a vector field that is a fimction o f the gradient
o f a scalar is irrotational - curl fi%e.
Under the projection we seek the proper P such that
VP=v+M

(2.21)

Taking the divergence o f each side yields
V*V/>=V^i»=V«(v + M ) = V # ( v ) + V . ( u ) = V # ( v )

(2.22)

The linear orthogonal projection operator L, applied to the incompressible NavierStokes vector field yields

dt
and since £ is a linear operator and I ( V P )= O a s shown previously, pressure is removed
fi’om the equation set. The projectmn under L is given as
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fü= _(g.V )M + ^V ^«
dt
Re

(2.24)

where u is divergence free. It is required during the time advancement o f velocity that
the velocity vector field be projected onto the divergence free space, that is, maintained
as divergence free. This is accomplished with the proper choice o f P, and splitting
velocity into the divergence-fiee field, and the perturbed field or predictor.
The fractional split is explained as follows:
Splitting the velocity into two co n ^n en ts, v* and v , the momenttun equations
under the linear orthogonal projection operator L described above become

dx

dt
-V .
dt

dt
where the velocities

dx

dy

dz

Re

dv.

dv.

1

dy

dz

=

Re

Xcomponent

(2.25)

y«>“ PO«nt

(2.26)

Fr

zcomponent

(2.27)

, v„, and w, are either from the initial guess or from the previously

calculated time step which is the divergence free velocity attained through the proper
choice o f grad(P), This develops as follows:
More on the Proiection Algorithm
Given the approximate velocity just advanced from the previous explicit
marching, the goal is to find some velocity v whfoh satisfies continuity. That is, we seek
the projection o f v*, a perturbed velocity, onto the divergence free space to conqxlete the
calculation o f the velocities subject to incon^ressibility. Under the decomposition o f the
vector field £(v*). we make the projectmn.
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V*

=v + d t V P where V»v =0

(2.28)

Seeking P to make this statement true is pursued by taking the gradmnts o f both sides,
producing a Poisson equation for P given as
V '^P = -V » v ld t

(2.29)

M(v - V * ) + d tV P =0

(2.30)

In discretized space we have

where A/ is the mass matrix which becomes
M (y-v)ldt +^P=0

(2.31)

Projection A lgorithm as a Functional
The projection algorithm seeks a minimization o f the functional
£(9.-1)= ^

|[ v - v ’J +[A][C]{v})<(0

(2.32)

O'

or
£(5.A )= i
f([v -v ’]M {v-v}+[A ][C]{v})d£>
ZUl Q

(2.33)

The functional is seeking to minimize the difference (measure) between the divergence
free velocity, v, and a perturbed value v*. Since ‘M’ is typically associated with a
density and is an area or volumetric measure (Reddy, JT^., 1993), the variatmnal can be
equated with the minimization o f the kinetic energy between the divergence free and the
perturbed fields over the incremental time (Gresho, 1985).
Minimizing £(v, A) requfres setting the first variatmn to zero, yielding the EulerLagrange equations (see C h u ter 8 for details on the formulatmn o f the equatfons)
^(v-v*)+C A =0
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(2.35)

C^v=0
These equations are solved sequentially and now vare divergence free.

(2.36)

M -^Ck^dtCW

(2.37)

v= v-dtA f-'C X

By creating a diagonal form o f the mass matrix (a tumped matrix), multiplying by
its inverse, and by taking the gradients o f both sides and also enforcing continuity
produces

A/^' C P = C V / dt .

The weak statement for the projection, or Euler-Lagrange variationaL is
âN.
j dx
J

âN,
J

d xJ J

M

{u'}dn/dt

(2.38)

where the summation creates the diagonalized mass matrix.
Solving for u from the weighted residual statement
(2.39)
L

/=i

produces the divergence free velocity.
First, a time explicit advancement o f velocity is made using the weakened
momentum equations and an assumed initial pressure at time n=0. The projection onto a
divergent free field is made to ensure mass continuity. Pressure can be determined if
desired. The whole process is repeated, that is, marched forward in time.
Once the inverse matrix is established for the solution o f the pressure, the most
time-consuming part o f the process is the solutfon o f the Euler-Lagrange equation
enforcing mass consistency. Incorporating sparse Cholesky matrix methods using a
minimum degree ordering method significantly speeds solutfon. Not only is the L-U type
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deconqwsition storage reduced versus fiill storage but also speed is significantly
improved. In fiict, the 3-D problems presented in Parts II and m would be con^utational
prohibitively to successfiiily execute.
The solution procedure consists o f the steps illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
Initailize Variables and Data
Read in Grid and Parameters

Boundary Intergration for Specified
Flux

Create Lumped Mass Matrix

Create Sparse Stiffness Matrix and
Indexing

CholesI^ Factorization

Adapations

Save to
Graphics
and End

Explicit Time Marching
Evaluate dt for
Numerical Stability

■Ym

Check ^
ionvergence,

Pfetrov-Galerkin
Upwinding
Find Predicted
Velocity

Veloci^ Correction
for EHvergence Free

Advance Scalar
Values m Time
Solve Projection Possion Equation
Pressure Calculatioa

Fig. 2.2 Solutmn method for inconqxressible Navier-Stokes equations.
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Weak or Variational Forms o f the Governing Equations
To begin the process o f f l y i n g the finite element method to the solution o f the
governing equatmns, the weak statement forms o f the equations are found. The energy
and mass transport equations are included in the analysis. These will be needed to solve
convective and species transport problems. The Method o f Weighted Residuals is
applied to the weak statements resulting in the following representation o f the governing
equations. Note that the vectors and scalars are trial functfons.
Weighted Residual Statement o f Velocitv under the Decompositfon
âN.
dx
/-i-4 f M

'â N j'

\
da
/

{».}-

âN.
Q

r

da

â xJ

(2.40)

{v,)»,rfT = 0
J

where ( } refers to a colunm vector and [ ] i s a row vector. The values for the Peclet
number and the i* body force, / ( x j , are given for various flows as:
Flow which is not thermally or otherwise buoyant
/(x ,)= —)— gravitational body forces and P e = R t .
Fr^
For mixed convection, thermally coupled flow also under an mduced pressure
gradfent, the body force term becomes

and the Peclet number equals the Reynolds number, Pe= R e.
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For flow that is thermally driven (folly coupled flow). Le., free convective flow,
the body force term becomes
/(x,)=/?aPr{7;}

(2.41)

and the Peclet number is equal to the inverse o f the Prandk number, P e = ^ .
Weighted Residual Statement o f Energv
dN,
d xJ

ÔN,
dQ
dx.

(r,}+
(2.42)

dN
=

0

Weighted Residual Statement o f M ass Transport

Im]

'd N , '

\
dCl
/

(2.43)
=

0

VO

Matrix Equations and Solution Process Revisked
The matrix equations for the explick time advancement o f momentum, heat and
mass transport can be written as
[M ]|v|+[A (u)]{v}+[K ,]{v} = {F j

(2.44)

[M ]{f|+ [A (u )]{r}+ [K ,]{r} = {F,}

(2.45)

[M ]{c|+[A(u)]{C}+[K c]{v}={Fe}

(2.46)
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The individual matrices for these equatfons are defined as
(2.47)

A ( « ) = f A r ,( A r , v . ) 4 ^ d n

(2.48)

(2.49)

(2.50)

(2.51)

t^ É > L i> L ja
K r = f^RePr ^Xy âXj

(2.52)

K ,= f
^ R e & âXj dXj

(2.53)

.

(2.54)

Fr =

F, =

U

(2.55)

Matrix Form o f Time Explicit Advancement
The pseudo velocity is marched in time explicitly by
{»“ } = {v,”} + A ,[M -'][{ F ,} -[K l{ .,-} -(A (« )){ » ;} ]

(2.56)

This explicit marching also applies equally to the scalar quantities o f tenq)erature and
species transport.
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Lagrangian Muhiplier
The divergence free projection equation is
[K,]{A}=[C]{v-}

(2.57)

where K is the stiffiiess matrix conqwsed o f only Laplacian field operators given by
'â N .

do,

(2.58)

and X=Pdt is solved using the previous advanced velocity v" to v*, which may not
necessarily be divergence free ( v" =v* ).
Velocities
The velocities are updated from the components o f A.
v,"^‘ =v;+difM-'CA

(2.59)

Pressure
The pressure is calculated from either the discretized Poisson equation or can be
extracted dfrectly from the projection algorithm by dividing A, with dL

Boundary Conditions for Velocity Under Deconqx)sition
Velocitv
Dnrichlet boundary conditions for velocity are straightforward, either a no-slip
condition for solid objects or fixed velocity at inlets is specified. Outlet boundary
conditions are made with the assumption o f a zero gradient for velocity, a Neumann
condition. The zero gradient assumption on velocity at outflow requires the
computational domain or grid to be constructed to match this imposed boundary
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condition. This statement can be relaxed with the use o f the viscous boundary condition
(Gresho, 1985), described as follows.
Viscous Bniindfliy Condition for Velocitv
Another boundary condition exists when a weak statement is created. Weakening
the second derivative viscous term results in
âNj
dx,

{v,}h,dT

(2.60)

This equation is zero for wails where no-slip conditions apply and is zero where an inlet
or outlet velocity is normal to the boundary. Otherwise these components o f the
boundary integral are evaluated and used to relax the requirement o f zero gradient o f
velocity at an outflow, when combined with the calculated pressure at the outflow.

Boundary Conditions for Pressure Calculation
Pressure
Because the equation for pressure is elliptic, boundary conditions must be
imposed at all surfaces o f the conq)utational domain. The Neumann boundary condition
for pressure is simply
„m V P = ^= -n»^
dn
dt

(2.61)

This boundary conditfon, when combmed with a Dmchlet conditfon at some reference
point to eliminate the singularity in the equatfon set, is sufficient to determme the
pressure up to an arbitrary constant (Gresho and Sani, 1987).
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Boundary Conditions for Velocity Correction Process
Velocity
The second half step is the step related to invisckl flow, the portion o f the
decomposition without curl since it relies on the determination o f the proper scalar
gradient to make the decomposition true. Therefore, the proper boundary condition
would be related to the normal component o f penetration through the boundary, that is,
(2.62)
where

could be the prescribed boundary conditions or be evaluated from viscous

terms at the boundary given by | — {V j
r

dNj
âx,

Euler-Lagrange - Lagrangian Multiplier
If a Lagrangian multiplier is substituted for pressure, the boundary conditions for
the projection equation (the Euler-Lagrange variational statement) are found in the same
manner as the pressure Poisson equation. The boundary condition for this multiplier is
derived from
y —y

V P = :-^
at

(2.63)

and combined with the boundary conditions for pressure given by Eq. 2.62. The resulting
traction equation is
n«VA =— =#i*rv‘ - v 1

(2.64)

Clearly, continuity applies to n«v by definition o f v, so the boundary condhfon for A is
(Ramaswamy, 1990)
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— =««v* on r
an

(2.65)

Mass lumping
Mass lumping is the combining of the time dependent terms in the mass matrix,
row by row, into a diagonal matrix. This is done by simply adding the terms of each row.
Lumping creates a matrix that has as its inverse

(2.66)
where

Q

(267)

Mass lumping makes the time dependent equation an explicit equation (Pepper, 1990).
Investigations by Gresho, et al. (1980) indicate that mass lumping is reasonable to pursue,
causing only slight phase errors. Mass lunq>ing can speed the transient solution
significantly since otherwise multiplication by the inverted mass matrix must be
performed at each time step.
The size of the time increment for explicit advancement is governed by stability
requirements based on the Courant and Reynolds cell numbers.

Stability and Time Dependent Solution
The explicit Euler time integration scheme has time advancement restrictions that
are met by the requirements on the Courant and Reynolds (Peclet) cell numbers (White,
1985). The determining equations for a forward-in-tune, centered-in-space finite
difference scheme (FTCS) can be found using a Von Neumann stability analysis
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(Fletcher, 1991). In &ct, only the stability o f linear equatfons can be analyzed with this
type analysis. Linearizing a nonlinear equation can be performed and the stability
analyzed, although it is applicable only locally (Hofhnan and Chiang, 1993). The
stability analysis only produces guidelines by which to constrain the time increments.
Von Neumann stability analysis is based on Fourier mode analysis. For example,
velocity can be expressed in its Fourier modes as
«
where is the amplitude at time n,
angle, / =

k

;

=

(

/

-

(2. 68)

vs wave number in the x dhection, xAx is the phase

, and j are the discretized coordinate indices. These conqx>nents are

substituted into the discretization and reduced. An amplificatbn factor 'G* is introduced
such that
= G [/"
Stability requires the absolute value o f 'G' be bounded for all values or

(2.69)
k Ak ,

Le.,

bounded for all phase angles.
If it is assumed that the fluid motion is wave-like m nature and a discretization is
made to represent the motion over a length Ax, the highest frequency in the interval that
can be approximated is2 Ax. That is, it requires at least three points to approximately
determine a sine wave between 0 and 2 /r .
Hindmarsh, et al., (1984) determined necessary and sufficient conditions for
stability o f the advection-diffüsion equation. This analysis as applied to the explicit Euler
forward scheme produces the time increment limits
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and
A»S

(2.71)
^2=12 a:^

The terms K j , refer to the j***directional component o f the difihision matrix. For the fluid
flows studied herein, this term is simply the Reynolds number or the Peclet number.
Since the Galerkin method utilizing linear interpolating polynomials has a
centered-m-space type architecture (see equation 2.76 and 2.77), these stability
constraints certainly give some idea as to what time increments might be allowed.
Numerical experimentation with various types o f problems has shown the
following stability conditions are usually satisfectory

Construction o f ‘Ax’ or ‘h’ in three dimensions is performed by finding the average value
for the coordinates o f each fece and then taking the difference between opposing feces as
given by Eq. 2.85 and shown in Fig. 2.4. The entire grki is searched for the constraining
values in order to optimize the time step.
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Balancing Tensor Diffîisivity
The balancing tensor diffîisivity (BTD) method has been suggested for the Euler
time marching scheme to subtract from the difhision matrix the gain in effective difhision
caused by the discretization (Gresho, 1984). The BTD scheme is a result o f a TaylorGalerkin advection approximation that corrects the velocity only in the direction o f the
advection velocity but not transversely (Akin, 1994; Ramaswamy, 1990). Also, the
forward Euler can be decomposed into two steps, one using a Taylor series expansion for
the advection terms, and a velocity prediction using the Crank-Nicholson method to
account for the viscous effects. The advectkm prediction then incorporates a diffosivity
tensor (balancing tensor) that is given by the second order term in the Taylor series
expansion (Ramaswamy, 1990).
(2.74)
Terms provided by the BTD add (subtract) the proper diffosivity, eliminating
dispersive components o f the Galerkin discretization. Brueckner (1991) demonstrates the
benefits o f this method at controlling numerical dispersion versus another scheme, the
Petrov-Galerkin upwinding scheme. Taylor-Galerkin time advancement is not
technically upwinding and the process is not quite as good as the Petrov-Galerkin
upwinding in eliminating numerical dispersion resulting from the Galerkin approximation
(Brueckner, 1991).
Although Petrov-Galerkin upwinding provkles better control o f numerical
dispersion, it is difficult to incorporate into a stability analysis. It is suggested that future
versions o f the code developed m this research utilize the Petrov-Gakrkin upwmding
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method and the decomposition or splitting o f the viscous terms to help mitigate the
Reynolds or Peclet Cell number stability restrictions.

Petrov-Galerkin Upwinding
To avoki dispersmn or added diffusion which is introduced by the standard
Galerkin formulatioa (equivalent to the finite difference upwinding discretization)
weighting is introduced to render the solution accurate and non-oscillatory (Fletcher,
1984).
The upwinding fector is designed to reduce dispersive computational effects in
advection dominated flows and is a perturbed Galerkin weight This weight is applied to
the advection portion of the Navier-Stokes residual equation and produces an accurate
solution with little oscillation.
The Galerkin formulation o f the one dimensional Burger's equation

is equivalent to the finite difference upwind scheme. Using linear interpolating
polynomials, the Galerkin finite-element formulation on a uniform grid is (Fletcher,
1984; Pepper and Baker, 1979)
uRe
(“*+i
2dx '

dx

(2.76)

The finite difference upwinding scheme o f the advection term, u R e — , is
dx

dx
which can be rearranged as
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«R e,

\

mRcx

V «R e,

.

\

(2.78)

Then the Galerkin formulation o f the advective term is
wRe/

\

iiR c/

\ w Re,

_

.

\

(2.79)

and is found to have a dispersive component
uRe
2dx

+«**,)

(2.80)

Although it is not oscillatory, the solution o f the equation is inexact (Flechter, 1984).
Using the Petrov-Galerkin upwinding scheme adds terms to the variational form
o f the diffosion matrix, which are made from the proper components o f velocity to
mitigate the numerical dispersion associated with the discretization o f the advection
terms. The terms are added via a new weighting function in the inner product o f the
advection terms. The new weighting function is designed to skew the interpolation
function in the upwind dvection, thereby adding more significance from the nodes
upstream o f the current node being evaluated and less significance from the nodes
downstream. This optimized weighting frmction, 'P , is depicted in Fig. 2.3.

Fig. 2.3 Weighting or interpolation polynomial for Petrov-Galerkin upwinding.
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The Petrov-Galerkin weighting function, Ÿ , is given by (Brueckner, 1991)
a A,

/ d^Nm.r â^N.r,
Il
+ V
â X
d y

+

^ .r \
ÔN,
w -------d z

(2.81)

where a is given by
a = coth

(2.82)

with the optimal value for Y given as (Kelly et aL, 1980; Heinrich and Yu, 1988)
y= |v|A ,R e
The

(2.83)

' in the computer code is obtained &om the dot product average o f an element’s

length and the local velocity. Figure 2.4 shows terms involved in the sum determining
A, ' for a 2 d quadrilateral element.

Fig. 2.4 The various length components o f a 2-D element.
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The various length components are given as

hy

+^3 - y \ - y * )
(2.84)

^x=^ix3+X ^-X ,-X 2)
^ y = ^{yi■ ^yA-yx-y2 )
Defining
h M M M fh l

(2.85)

where

(2.86)
and
A ,= ji|jj-(-^ ,+ v V )

(2.87)

Note the projections o f hf and ^ in the direction o f the velocity vector v, with h defined
as the sum o f their magnitudes (Heinrich and Yu, 1988).
For scalar transport, replacing the Reynolds number with the ^propriété Peclet
number determines ‘y‘. For heat transfer with forced convection the Peclet number is
‘ Re-Pr ’ (Haung and Usamani, 1994). For natural convection it is given as ‘ Ra P r.’ For
mass transport the Peclet number is replaced by ‘ Re-5c.’
Hughes has augmented the original perturbation into the Streamline Upwinding
Petrov Galerkin method (SUPG) and has produced the same equation found as described
in Huang and Usmani (1994). In feet, the upwinding terms are identical The process
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adds a diffosivity that balances the negative diffosivity inherent in the Galerkin Method
(Brooks and Hughes, 1982; Hughes, 1990). The variational statement for the PetrovGalerkin upwinding method is identical to the weak form o f the viscous terms - the
second derivative terms. It has the proper magnitude if selected optimally as described
by Eqs. 2.84 - 2.90.
Weighted Residual Statement o f Momentum with Petrov-Galerkin Upwinding

VQ

dx.

' IO

M

dCi

\
J— ^

l^x,

d a {v.}y
dNj
dx.

a

[v^h^dT

(2 .88)

=

0

The integral expression for advection becomes

A(u)=J^,(W*v*)|^^/fi

(2.89)

Error Estimation
Residual Error
For any particular grid the sup||

-T " || < s provides information about the

current solutmn on the existing mesh as it nears steady state. The 'vector residual' is
defined as the difference or change in the vector values per iteratfon. This error estimator
does not provide much information about the existmg solution's accuracy, i.e., its
exactness to the true solutfon.
What is required when using this type o f error estimator is sohitmns on
numerous grades ofgrkls to provule for the estimatfon o f the error. If the sohitfon
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doesn’t change significantly fiom a coarser grid to a finer grid and the residuals are less
than some small value e , the solution is as exact as can be obtained for the algorithms
and machines involved.
Another useful concept is an a posteriori error estimator. Details ahout this error
estimator are discussed in Ckq)ter 3 since this error estimator can be incorporated m the
grid refinement criteria.
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CHAPTERS

ADAPTIVE METHODS

The Process
Adjustments to a discretized domain are designed to increase the resolution and
accuracy o f solutkns to partial differential equations. The concept is to reduce manhours and computational time that are requned for solution o f both differential and
variational partial differential equatfons in lieu o f using globally fine meshes. These
statements are partially demonstrated in subsequent chapters on benchmarks and
application to atmospheric mass transport. Discussed m this chapter are the types o f
adaptation, in particular h-type mesh enrichment methods and their implementation. The
idea o f using self-adaptive grids has been pursued smce around 1970, when it was
apparent that to solve large-scale problems practically one should use an optimal grid.
Numerous researchers have since been developing methods for both equation and grid
types o f adaptation and also the determination by which the process is controlled. Le., the
determination of the optimal grid (Babuska, 1975; Demkowicz et aL, 1989, Zienkiewicz
et al., 1989).
The ff@normand kssemi-normsas described inC hqaterl aream easureofthe
exactness o f the solution, and are bounded by the element size and the order o f the
interpolating polynomiaL
47
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Phrased mathematically,
l i r - f .i f e s c A '

(3.1)

If the solution is known a priori then a particular grid size and interpolating polynomial
can be chosen to produce a solution with a predetermined error. Unfortunately, a known
solution is rarely available for cases with complex geometry and/or non-linear physical
relationships. If the solutions were known, a numerical solution would not be necessary.
The goal o f adaptation is to achieve the proper mesh, one that significantly improves the
speed, solution resolution, and reduces error compared with the original mesh or a mesh
created without a great deal o f a priori knowledge.
There are two main categories o f adaptation: equation and mesh (grid). The
degree o f piecewise interpolating polynomials may change over the domain or the whole
domain may be approxhnated with higher degree Lagrangian polynomials or other
orthogonal basis functions (spectral method). Embedding more elements into a mesh by
dividing existing elements is a form o f h-adaptation.

Equation
Mesh refinement by the use o f higher degree polynomials for the basis function is
p-adaptatfon and can be placed in the equation adaptation category. The con^lexity o f
higher degree polynomials becomes difficult to manage for element basis functions much
beyond quadratics, particularly for three-dimensional elements. However, this method is
becoming popular in commercial computer codes.
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Mesh Augmentation
Three standard methods for mesh adaptation are 1) the r-method or mesh
redistribution, 2) the method o f remeshing, and 3) the h-method.
Mesh redistribution or r-refinement adjusts the element size without increasing
the number o f nodes or elements. Severe skewing o f the elements can result, leading to
inaccuracies in the solution. The resolution may not be intense enough to develop the
flow field.
The method o f remeshing restricts the error in the solution over the entûre domain.
This is done by finding the error on a coarse mesh solution and then calculating a grid
density which has an equal distribution o f error (Pelletier and Llinca, 1994). The process
continues as the solution proceeds in time. The process is time consuming but has been
successful for laminar and turbulent flows with convective heat transfer problems in two
dimensions (Pelletier and Hetu, 1993; Pelletier, 1994). Clearly a three-dimensional
remeshing solution could be an arduous undertaking. Such methods require parallel
mesh generation capabilities and the ability to map accurately the solution to the new
mesh - or a re-mapping.
Embedding elements within the existing grid is h-adaptation. It is a
straightforward procedure that is quickly processed. This is commonly called mesh
enrichment. Mesh enrichment can take place in a number o f ways. Two common ways
are the block method and single element division. The hlock method as seen in Fig. 3.1
easily maintains curvature o f the existing element because the sides o f the origmal
element are not affected.
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Fig. 3.1 Block embedding o f a 2-D mesh.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.2 Embedding o f parent elements in 2-D and 3-D.
(a) Quadrilateral and (b) Hexahedrai Element Division

Division o f a single element as illustrated in Fig. 3.2 is easy to implement. When
banging or virtual nodes exist (nodes that are not vertices o f adjacent elements), the
inter&ce zones require special treatment by using quadratic shape functions or by
updating continuously the virtual nodes with interpolated values.

Implementing Ad*q)tation
Adaptation proceeds as soon as some o f the important features in the physics are
being resolved or until a predetermined amount o f residual error is achieved. This
depends on the problem type and if there are singularities in the domain, locations where
the boundary has a discontinuous first derivative.
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Singularities are best handled with ad^tation occurring early in the solution
process. Flows which take some time to develop may best be resolved when the residual
error norm is less than some prescribed amount given by epsilon. Le., sup||M"*'-M"t|^g.
Determining the location o f mesh refinement is usually done either with a
posteriori error estimation or by determining the location o f flow features - areas where
large gradfents are present.
A Posteriori Error
A posteriori error estimators are calculated using a least-squares method to
"smooth" values at nodal points. The error estimator is then given by the || u - û ||

semi-

norm (llinca, Pelletier, Garon 1997) where the exact value u is approximated by a least
squares smoothing. This semi-norm is a tensor dot product, and for a 2-D domain for
fluid flow is given by
du

J

du

ydx.

1

du

dv j

^ du

dv

dx

\^dy

dx

+ —

2 .3y

ill
Ë l]
^dy)^ U y A

t/n (3.2)

The gradients with subscript £ are a least squares smoothed value o f the current
projection,

The error estimator is the difference between a smoothed rate of

deformation and the calculated rate o f deformation. For Newtonian fluids, the shear
stress is dependent on the rate o f deformation. This is similar to the displacement in
linear elastk: solids, which is linearly related to the state o f stress.
The smoothing process is a least squares projection requurmg the solutfon o f a set
o f linear matrbc equations (Haung and Usmani, 1994). The process introduced by
Zienkiewicz and Zhu (1987) uses smoothed values and equal-order interpolation to that
given by the finite element solution. Essentially, this is the application o f the
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interpolating function to resolve discontinuous stress between elements. A linear
interpolating function results in discontinuous stress at the local nodal points for each
element
A better approximation to the true stress is found by smoothing the inter-element
jumps. This is accomplished by solving for a smoothed stress <r

a \ and by

minimizing the measure or distance between a and the nodal values o f <T=Nj a^
attained for each element (Zienkiewicz and Zhu, 1987). Nfothematically this is stated
-â)dÇl=Q . Solving for the smoothed values yields
a
-i-i

a. = \NjN,dCl \NjN,tr,dÇl
a
_ Q

(3.3)

A local least squares smoothing as presented by Hinton and Campbell (1974) and
applied to the development o f the functional for the variational integral for the gradient o f
velocity is as follows.
The field is a vector velocity field, where

is the smoothed vector field and

(Â is the approximate field. We seek values for G^ which minimize the functional Ç .
The minimization occurs when - ^ ^ = 0 . The resulting equation to be solved is
ôG^
( 3 .4 )

or
ÔN
Q

L

dNj
J

Q
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Once the values for

are found, the error can be estimated by the norm or error

equation measuring the distance between the smoothed values and the approximated
values. The use o f norm criteria may be best incorporated in a global remeshing scheme
where all the elements are requved to have a maximum value o f error (Turgeon, Pelletkr
and Ignat, 1998).
Using an error estimating process as defined above for an adaptation criterion will
produce the minimum number o f nodes required to achieve a particular tolerance o f error
for each element throughout the domain (Eriksson, 1996). This type o f adaptive error
control seeks to achieve the least amount o f computatfonal work for a given tolerance o f
error. Since it requhes the use o f the least squares projection, this computational work
must be included into the evaluation o f the whole computational effort. To this end, the
use o f a fost process is recommended for evaluating locations for adaptation to produce
the adapted grid. This smoothing process is also usefol in the evaluation o f the total error
o f the solution.
Flow Features
It is evident from the error norm above that areas with steep gradients have the
greatest error. Analyzing flow features or gradients will provide locations where
element enrichment is requfred because important physical processes occur in high
gradknt areas (Dwyer, 1980). Flow features are found by inspecting gradients across
each element and relating each gradient to a normalized value found from inspecting the
entire flow field.
If we assume that the gradients are distributed normally, a positive half o f a
normal distributfon can be created. Taking the first difference o f the velocity and
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pressure gradients over each element produces the velocity gradient across that element.
If heat and mass transport are present, the first difference o f these quantities can be
calculated. For tri-linear elements the first difference is the maximum value found in the
difference between the nodes o f each skie o f the hexahedrai element. Le.
Ag ' = max(|v, - V2I,|v, - V41,|vi - v, | ,|vj - v, | ,|vj - Vj| .(vj - v, |,
h

(3.6)

- V 4 M V 4 - V g |, |v 5 - V s | , | v 8 - V , | „ | V 7 - V g |, |V g - V j | )

where v; is the i-th nodal value of feature in question.
The mean and standard deviation are computed next for all the quantities:
=
I"

(3-7)

MMl
; 2

—2
(3.8)

A standard normal distributfon is found by (Taylor, 1994):
A "= à zA
^
CT

(3.9)

Mesh refinement proceeds on those elements which have an A« or "switch" value
greater than a predetermined value. Mesh recovery can occur if the element’s “switch”
value is less than a critical value. The critical values are usually determined by trial and
error. The magnitude o f these values determines the extent to which features are
resolved. If any one feature is more dominant over another then only that feature may
receive refinement when the threshold value for refinement is high enough. This may not
be a standard normal distribution because the gradfents may not be dktributed normally.
Values outskle the range o f 0 to 1 will exist when the gradients are not distributed
normally. A feel for the proper criteria is achieved with a few trial runs.
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Adaptive Process
The adaptive process includes main features o f division and recovery o f elements
and the removal o f holes in the grid after dividing and recovering. The h-ad^tive
process written for this research is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
h -A D A P T A T IO N
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±
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^

I— [

RETURN
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Fig. 3.3 h-Adaptive method for unstructured finite element grids.
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Element Division
After finding which elements need refinement, division occurs by adding nodes in
locatkms where nodes are not present but requned. The connectivity o f the existing and
added nodes is brought into the element’s nodal array and connectivity is redefined. All
adjacent elements are updated to hold the newly spawned children elements. The parent
elements are updated to hold the children. The indicator o f the number o f times children
have been spawned into the original parent element is incremented. This is referred to as
a higher LEVEL o f adaptation. After the refinements are perft)rmed the mesh is scanned
for elements to recover.
Element Recoverv
One significant feature o f this adaptive process is its ability to restore a mesh to
original configuration in locations where a passing steep gradient, or front, has moved or
where oscillatory features have dampened. Recovery occurs by removing nodes. All
arrays are again processed to remove nodes and elements. This is a more complicated
procedure than division, which requires numerous sorting algorithms.
Holes and Islands
Before rebuilding the mesh geometry and interpolating the dependent variables on
the vfrtual nodes, the grid is scanned for holes. Holes are locations in the refinement
where unrefined elements exist which are surrounded by refined elements on at least
three sides. Eliminating holes maintams the uniformity o f an advancing front and
reduces the number o f virtual nodes. Because eliminating a hole may create a new hole,
the process is repeated until all holes have been eliminated (see Fig. 3.4).
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H O LE

Î
Fig. 3.4 Definition o f a mesh hole.
Interpolation
Values for the variables are interpolated fiom the coarse mesh to the new nodes.
Piecewise linear polynomials produce an average between the comer node o f the parent
because all constrained nodes lie on the edge o f an element; therefore the average
supplies the constraint requhed to balance the flux across the transitional areas o f refined
and less refined areas (Liszka, 1995).

P arent
Child

Fig. 3.5 Adjacency o f coarse and fine mesh
The values at the constrained node (global node 7) is determined by using the
constraint equations
\pf^]

where

N ! ^ (corresponding side evaluated at global node 2)
(corresponding side evaluated at global node 7)

(3.10)

refers to local node number 1 (global node 2 ) o f the child element being

spawned, and

is the bilinear shape functfon corresponding to the local node 2 ofthe

parent element on the shared side.
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Placing new nodes at the centers o f the existing grid points as shown in Fig. 3.5
reduces the constraint matrix to
' p d ttld

1

0

0

0

’ppartm '

pchild

0

1 0

0

pchild

pchiU

0

0

I

0

0

0

pchild

Lm

(3.11)
ppartm

where P / '^ is the i* node o f the parent element on the shared side.
For bilinear shape functions this becomes
pchild

0

0 ■

'p pa rtm '

I

0

pchild

0

1 0

0

pchild

pchild

0

0

1

0

pchUd

pdttld

1/2

0

0

1/2

ppartm

'

Lm

(3.12)

In three dimensions there is the potential for 5 nodes on a side requving constraint.
Adaptive Control
The amount o f time spent recalculating the stiffoess matrix is significant. To
minimize computational time and maximize resolution, a dynamic process o f adaptive
control is employed beyond the determination o f those element gradient values within the
"switch" range. Accomplishing this requires restrictmg the number o f refinements or
restricting the volume that is to be considered for refinement or both.
A noticeable problem with implementing adaptation using a normalized gradient
method is that no matter how fine the grW, the location o f desired adaptation is still the
same as for the coarse grid. Clearly, this is not acceptable because it negates the idea o f
using adaptation with increasingly finer meshes which necessarily have an associated
error less than the coarse mesh.
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Detennming the optimal mesh via the uses o f an H i norm and remeshing seems
prohibitively expensive for 3-D problems. It is proposed that a combination o f the
embedding methods and the error norm be utilized.

3-D hrAdaptation
What follows is a description o f the fundamental concepts in the computer
program developed for the research. Adaptation by embedding is requued to follow
some specific rules discussed in Price and Oden (1988) and Pepper and Stephenson
(1995). These rules are presented below.
Elemental Rules
•
•
•
•
•

An element may be refined when its neighbors are at an equal or higher level
o f division. TWs pertains only to neighbors on the &ces o f an element.
Refinement must occur from least levels o f adaptatfon to the highest levels.
Recovery or unrefining can only occur on elements that have only one set of
siblings.
Recovery must occur on elements with the greatest level o f refinement to the
least level.
Recovery can proceed only on elements that have face neighbors whh an
equal or less level o f refinement.

Nodal Rules
A virtual node can be a vertex to no more than four elements.
No more than one virtual node can be found per side plane intersection. This
is a result o f the level o f an element’s adaptatfon requirements.
A node that is created along a boundary is not a constramed node because the
flux is calculated on the child elements.
Constrained nodes exist when neighbor elements have levels o f adtq)tatkm
different from that o f the element bemg divided or recovered.
Nodes are created if the level o f adjacent elements is o f equal level to that the
element being divided.
A node will be eliminated during recovery if the level o f adaptation o f any
elements found on adjoinmg frices or on the intersection o f planes formed by
element’s sides is o fk ss refinement level than the element being recovered.
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Illustrated Rules
Most o f these rules can be illustrated using a two-dimensional drawing.
Extrapolating to three dimensions is accomplished by allowing the sides o f a twodimensmnal element to be the intersection o f two planes formed by two sides o f a threedimensmnal hexahedrai element. Instead o f four sides in the two-dimensional
quadrilateral, there are six with a total o f 12 intersecting planes. It is extremely
important when embedding or recovering embedded elements (when creating and
removmg nodes or seeking vnrtual nodes) to look at the level o f the element on the foce
and also the level o f those elements which reside on the intersection o f planes.
Keeping this in mind, it is easy to follow the sequence o f adaptation as shown in
Fig. 3.6. Element ‘D’ is divided and vvtual nodes are created on the interior share sides
and share side plane intersection. In the end view o f Fig. 3.6, only two ofthe virtual
nodes are visible. These nodes remain ‘virtual’ until ‘C’ is divided. Element ‘C’ shares
these nodes as shown; therefore, it is not necessary to create these vertices to divide C ’.
It becomes apparent that many one, two, and three-dimensfonal arrays are needed
in the computer code to keep track o f neighbors, parents and children elements, and theh
levels o f adaptation. A parent is the original element and has a level o f adaptation o f
zero. A child, as shown by element ‘I ’, has level one adaptatfon. There exists an array to
keep track o f its neighbors and all neighbors o f both parent and children elements. There
is an array to keep track o f virtual nodes. There is also an array to keep track o f boundary
nodes, along with an array that stores elements flagged for divisfon and recovery.
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As adaptation proceeds &om line ‘a’ through line ‘c’ in Fig. 3.7, adaptation
reaches level two for elements 9,10,11 and 12.
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Fig. 3.6 Illustrated Rules for Adaptation.
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Figures 3.7,3.8, and 3.9 show the adaptation process moving fiom a coarse mesh
to higher levels o f adaptation for a 3-D mesh.

Fig. 3.7 Initial coarse grid.

Fig. 3.8 Level one adaptation for an advancing hont.

Fig. 3.9 Level two and level one adaptatfon for an advancing fiont.
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PARXn

VERMCATION AND VALIDIATION
Chapters 4 through 6 present five benchmark problems for the validation o f the
equal-order semi-implicit finite element incompressible flow solver with h-adaptation.
Validation is performed using both 2-D and 3-D cases for the backward focing step (step
wall diffiiser), natural convection in an enclosure, and the 2-D lid-driven cavity.
Comparisons are made between these solutions and other published solutions.
The solutions are compared graphically and in a tabular manner with solutions
fi'om other researchers’ codes and with experimental values. The 3-D solutions presented
are true to the third dimension, so comparison to the 2-D cases along a corresponding
centerline may only be approximate since the 2-D cases assume an infinite span-wise
axial dhection.
In most cases, execution times are compared between fine grid and h-adapted grid
solutions. All simulations were performed on a Silicon Graphics (SGI) Origin 2000
supercomputer having 2 GB o f RAM and utilizing a single processor.

63
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CHAPTER 4

FORCED CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSPORT
Forced convective heat transport is modeled using the uncoupled momentum and
energy equations described in Chapter 2. The model problems presented here are the
backward-focing steps in 2-D and 3-D. These have been developed as benchmark
problems and have had extensive study by both numerical and experimental methods.

2-D Backward Facing Step
The problem o f 2-D laminar flow over a backward facing step has been analyzed
extensively from both numerical and experimental aspects (Armaly, 1983; Gartling 1990).
The reasons for its popularity include the simplicity o f the problem, ease o f establishing a
numerical model, and known (expected) results at various Reynolds numbers. Numerical
results by Gartling (1990) illustrate the use o f the backward flicing step as an example
problem case for assessing outflow boundary conditions. Sohn ( 1988) likewise used the
backward step problem, among others, for evaluating the commercial finite element code
FIDAP for laminar and turbulent flows. An international symposium on numerical
methods included the backward step with steady isothermal flow conditions as a suggested
benchmark problem (Gresho, 1991). A study conducted by Parameswaran et al. (1998)
examined two popular turbulence closure schemes to simulate turbulence downstream o f a
backward-focmg step.
64
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While the previous work dealt with the fluid dynamics aspects o f the problem,
little effort has been undertaken to assess the interplay o f heat transfer on the fluid
dynamics. Vradis and Nostrand (1990) analyzed the flow over a 2-D backward step with
the bottom channel wall heated (immediately downstream o f the step) and the top
channel wall cool; both constant property and temperature dependent viscosity flows
were simulated. Vradis (1991) also examined the effect o f the step expansion ratio on the
flow and heat transfer characteristics associated with uniform wall temperatures.
Blackwell and Pepper (1992) introduced the problem o f flow over a backward-facing step
with heat transfer as a benchmark test problem in 1992; a total o f 12 models were run by
various contributors and results compared with those o f Armaly et al. (1983) and Gartling
(1990).
In this first 2-D benchmark problem, which follows finm the test case proposed
by Blackwell and Pepper (1992), a constant heat flux is introduced into the upper and
lower channel walls immediately downstream o f the step. The purpose o f this particular
set o f conditions is to evaluate the change in temperature along the upper and lower
surfeces as initially heated flow proceeds down the channel. Ideally, the temperature
gradient approaches a constant value with increasing horizontal distance fixim the step.
The ability o f a numerical code to simulate realistically both the fluid flow characteristics
(including the recirculatfon zones) and the temperature profiles help establish accuracy.
A gas is assumed to flow into a two-dimensional constant channel o f 0.5 cm
height with walls that are heated with a constant flux o f400 W/m^. The flow area
suddenly expands into a channel height o f H = 1.0 cm (see Fig. 4.1).
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Fig. 4.1 Configuration o f 2-D backward feeing step.

The flow is computed downstream o f the step in the 30H long section with a
specified velocity and tenqierature profile at the step. The upstream channel length is
sufficiently long for the flow to become fully developed both thermally and
hydrodynamically. The wall temperature in the channel is a function of distance x. The
Reynolds and Peclet numbers are Re = Vh/v = 800 and Pe = VhAx = 560.
The length scale in the Nusselt number definition is the hydraulic diameter o f the
downstream channel while that used in the Reynolds and Peclet numbers is half the
hydraulic diameter. This inconsistency is because o f a need to use the same Re as
Gartling (1990) and a Nu definition that is consistent with the heat transfer literature.
Fine Grid Solution
Comparisons are made between using a fine mesh and using the h-adaptation
algorithm to obtain the solutions. By examining the differences between execution times
and the solution’s attributes, benefits from and difficulties associated with the h-adaptive
method for incon^ressible flows are assessed. Comparison to solutions by others is
provided in Table 4.1 at the end o f this chapter.
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Fig. 4.3 2-D backward 6 cing step at Re = 800 on a fine grid.
3-0 Aie grid, (b) velocity vectors, (c) speed isopleths, (d) isobars and, (e) isotherms
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Adapted Grkl Solution
1

(a) Enrkhed coarse grid
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Fig. 4.3 2-D backward 6 cing step at Re = 800 usmg h-adaptation.
(a)adapted grid, (b) velocity vectors, (c) speed isopleths, (d) isobars and, (e) isotherms
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Comparison o f Coroputatrônai Requirements
The CPU time requhred on the Origin 2000 for the fine mesh solution was 56
minutes and 42 seconds and for the achqpted process the time was 35 minutes, o ra
difference o f about 22 minutes. For this problem implementing the h-adaptation
algorithm increased the overall solution speed. On a per node basis the CPU time was
0.828 seconds per node for the adaptation algorithm, which was less than the 0.868
seconds per node using the fine mesh. The fine mesh had 3900 nodes and 3743 elements
where the adapted mesh had 240 original nodes ending with 2461 nodes and 3022
elements. The 2d problems all are easily run on a Pentium type PC The solutkn time is
approximately twice that o f the Origin 2000.

3-D Backward Facing Step
Little effort has been undertaken to assess both heat transfer and fluid dynamics
for a three-dimensional backward-feeing step. Numerical simulations o f the fluid
patterns over a 3-D step were conducted by Shih and Ho (1994), Williams and Baker
(1996), Jiang et al. (1993), and Chiang and Sheu (1997). Experimental studies by
Armaly et al (1983) measured the separation and reattachment points for a wule range o f
Reynolds numbers for the isothermal case.
Three-dimensional effects sp eared to be significant for Re > 400, which sheds
some reservation on the validity o f the two-dimensional results from a physical
perspective. Pepper and Carrington (1997) introduced the problem o f 3-D flow over a
backward-feeing step with heat transfer, based on an extension o f the 2-D problem from
Blackwell and Pepper (1992). This second test case is based on the model problem
suggested by Pepper and Carrington (1997).
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Fig. 4.4 Configuration o f 3-D backward feeing step.

The gas is assumed to flow into athree-dimensknal constant channel that is 0.5
cm high and 12 cm wide with top and bottom walls heated with a constant flux o f 400
W/m^; the sidewalls are adiabatic. The flow area expands into a channel with a height of
H = 1.0 cm, as shown in Fig. 4.4.
The flow is computed downstream of the step in the 30H long section. The inlet
flow (u = 1) and temperature (T = 0®C) are initially uniform. The flow and tenqierature at
the step are folly developed, as in the 2-D case. The folly developed temperature profile
at the step is a consequence o f a constant heat flux (400 W/m^) input through both the top
and bottom walls.
The same magnitude o f heat flux is also removed from the horizontal surfaces
downstream o f the step; the vertkal fece o f the step is adiabatic. The gas propertks, flow
velocity, ten^ratures, and teat flux are: Cp = 1x10^ J/kg-K,

= 1.75x10*® N -s/m \ v =

1.75x10*® m^/s, K = 0.025 W/m-K, a = 2.5x10® mVs, Pr = 0.7, p = 1 kg/m®, q" = 400
W/m®, h = 0.01 m, u = 1.4 m/s.
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Fine Grid Solution
Comparisons are made between using a fine mesh and the h-adaptation algorithm
to obtain the sohitmns. By examining the differences between execution times and the
solution’s attributes, benefits from and difficulties associated with the h-adaptive method
for 3-D incompressible flows are examined. Solutions shown in Fig. 4.6 through 4.11 are
at an elapsed non-dimensional time o f233 seconds. The backward feeing step’s fine
computational grid shown in Fig. 4.S consists o f 59607 nodes and 54000 elements
graded more tightly just downstream o f the step wall.

Fig. 4.5 The 3-D backward-feeing step unstructured mesh - fine grkl
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(c) Isotherms in the symmetry plane

Fig. 4.6 3-D backward feeing step at Re = 800 on a fine grid,
(a) velocity vectors (b) speed isopleths, and (c) isotherms
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Fig. 4.7 Pressure contours (y = 11.4, z = 0.1) and velocity vectors (in symmetry plane)
for 3-D backward facing step at Re = 800 on fine mesh.
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Fig. 4.8 Speed contours (symmetry plane, y = 11.4,2F=0.1)
for 3-D backward facing step at Re = 800 on fine mesh.
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Fig. 4.9 Isotherms (y = 11.4, z = 0.1 and the symmetry plane)
for 3-D backward facing step at Re = 800 on fine mesh.
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Fig. 4.10 Velocity vectors (y = 0.6), speed at symmetry, and grkl
for 3-D backward focmg step at lie = 800 on fine mesh.
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Fig. 4.11 Mass-less particle trajectories behind step and at the sidewall
for 3-D backward facing step at Re = 800 on fine mesh.
Adapted Grid Solution
Solutions shown in Fig. 4.12 through 4.17 are at an elapsed non-dimensional time
o f 100 seconds. The backward feeing step’s h-adapted computational grid shown in Fig.
4.12 started with 1266 nodes and 900 elements and ended with 42310 nodes and 43700
elements.

Fig. 4.12 The 3-D backward-feeing step unstructured mesh - refined grid.
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Fig. 4.13 3-D backward âcing step at Re = 800 on a h-adapted grid,
(a) velocity vectors (b) speed isopleths, and (c) isothwms
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Fig. 4.14 Pressure contours (y = 11.4, z =0.1) and velocity vectors (in symmetry plane)
for 3-D backward facing step at Re = 800 on h-adapted mesh.
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Fig. 4.15 Speed contours (symmetry plane, y = 11.4, z= 0.1) for 3-D backward
facing step at Re = 800 on h-adapted mesh.
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Fig. 4.16 Isotherms (y = 11.4, z = 0.1 and the symmetry plane)
for 3-D backward Acing step at Re = 800 on h-adapted mesh.

Fig. 4.17 Mass-less particle trajectories behmd step and at the sidewall
for 3-D backward Acing step at Re = 800 on h-adapted mesh.
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Comparison o f Computational Requirements
The required CPU time for the fine mesh solution was 25 hours, 24 minutes and
for the adapted process the time was 45 hours, 19 minutes, resulting in a difference in
requved CPU time between the fine and h-adapted process o f about 20 hours. For this
problem implementing the h-adaptation algorithm decreased the overall solution speed.
On a per node basis the CPU time was 3.86 seconds per node for the adaptation
algorithm, which was greater than the 1.53 seconds per node using the fine mesh.
Although the time for the fine mesh was foster, resolution was only about 2/3 as dense as
the adapted grid behind the step. Also, much o f solution process is spent in L-U
decomposition o f the new grid. It is suggested that a determination o f the needed density
in areas which need refinement through the use o f an error estimator would reduce the
number o f times then the adaptation algorithm and subsequent Cholesky decomposition
was performed.

Discussion o f the Results for Both the 2-D and 3-D Backward-focing Steps
From the analytical solutions for the fully developed flow upstream o f the step,
the following ratios are obtained:
lim-MoNux=8.235; upper, lower wall asymptotic value.
The Nusselt number is determined by
D k y^ic K _
2qH
_
2H
dTjx)
k
in x )^ -n x ),)k in x )^ -T ix \) ay

(4.1)
y = - 0 .5 ,0 3

where the bulk temperature is
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^^pCpU(x)T{x)dy
(4.2)
t>.,PCpU{x)dy
Shown if Fig. 4.18 are the calculated Nusselt numbers for both the top and bottom
sur&ces as a function o f distance upstream for the two dimensional problem step. The
asymptotic value o f the Nusselt number is equivalent to the analytical value.
2 d B a c k w a r d F a c in g S t e p - N u s a e i t

17.92
K 14.69
I 11.46

-topsutfiea
-bottom
uofmrm__
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X

Fig. 4.18 Calculated Nusselt numbers for 2-D backward focing step.
Figure 4.19 shows the calculated bulk Nusselt numbers for both the top and
bottom surfoces as a function o f distance upstream from the step for the threedimensional problem. The bulk Nusselt number is determined firom
NuixlbM

K
k

4HB/2/(H+B)q
in x )^ ^ -n x ),)k

4HB/2/(H+B)
dT{x)
{ n x ) ^ ,^ - T { x \ ) dz

(4.3)
y » -0 3 ,0 .S

where the bulk temperature is given by
_Ç^^pCpUix)Tix)ifydz
(4.4)
^^pCpU{x)dydz
The asymptotic value corresponds to the value o f 7.92 for this configuratfon, obtained
firom a heated duct aspect ratio given in the ‘Handbook o f Heat Transfer Fundamentals”
(Rohsenow, e t al, 1985).
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Fig. 4.19 Calculated bulk Nusselt numbers for 3-D backward feeing step.

In Table 4.1 the values for both the 2-D results are given (Case 1) and the 3-D
results (Case 2). Upper and lower cell lengths are compared along with calculated
Nusselt numbers at the outlet. Comparison is made between the fine and h-adapted grid
solutions and solutions by others.

Table 4.1 Target Values for Benchmark Tests: Set 1 - Laminar Convection.
Case'****

Re

Pe

Pr

Nu

2-D '
2-D feiemesh
2-D h-adapted
3 -D ^ '
3-D Gne mesh

800
800
800
800
800

560
560
560
560
560

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7

8235
8235
823+
7.92*
7.92

vortex center
upper
lower
(7.40.0.30) (325.-020)
(7.402.60) (3.10.-021)
(625.0.40) (220.-021)
no report
no report
•—

3-D h-adapted

800

560

0.7

7.92

(2.09,-022)

cell length
upper
lower
5.63
6.10
4.4
6.1
4.4
5.9
—
7.0’
—
7.0
—

1.
2.
3.
4.

7.0

Gartling, 1990
Blackwell and Armaly, 1993
Williams and Baker, 1996
Estunated from Rohsenow, W. M., Harmett, J. P., and Ganic, E. N., Handbook of Heat Transfer
Fundamentals, 2“*Ed., McGraw-fCll, NY, 1985
5. Armaly, 1983
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CHAPTERS

NATURAL CONVECTION HEAT TRANSPORT
This model problem is the femiliar natural convection in an enclosure exercise.
The governing equations are the coupled momentum and energy equations, as described
in Chapter 2.

2-D Natural Convection in an Enclosure
Numerical simulations o f two-dimensional natural convective flow within a differentially
heated rectangular enclosure have been conducted for over 30 years. A rather
comprehensive benchmark study was held on this particular class of problems about 20
years ago (de Vahl Davis, 1981). Numerous papers still appear in the literature and in
conference proceedings dealing with this simple problem but with slight variations on the
boundary conditions or mixed modes o f heat transfer. A variatfon of the problem also
appears in studies involving heated flows within cylinders and annuli (Kuehn, 1976;
Pepper, 1983).
The simulation and problem setup are quite simple. The square is defined as 0 â c
< 1,0 < y < 1, where 0(O,y) = 0 and 0(l,y) = 1 with the top and bottom walls insulated.
The problem dimensfons (non-dimensional) are simply 0 < x, y ^ 1; all walls are no-slip
boundaries. Because the problem geometry is rectangular, the physical problem can be
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readily discretized using orthogonal global meshes. The point o f the benchmark problem
is to produce the correct velocities and temperature pattern for a specific Raleigh number
(most assume av with Pr = 1.0), generally accompanied with a plot o f the Nusselt number
for the hot and cold sur&ces. Figure 5.2 shows the problem geometry and associated
boundary conditions.

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

ThM

TnM

/ / / / ^ / / / / / / / / / /

T y '"
Fig. 5.1 2-D enclosure for natural convection.
Fine Grid Solution
A comparison o f solutions between a fine grid and an adapted grid are made to
examine the benefits from and difficulties associated with the h-adaptive method for
simulating natural convection with an incompressible fluid. Figures 5.2 (a, b, c, d, and e)
show the grid, velocity vectors, speed isopleths, isobars, and isotherms for the solution on
a fine mesh, respectively. Comparison to solutions by others is provide in Table 5.1 at
the end o f this chapter.
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(a) Mesh and streamlines
wISS; 4jti (it W&» » w Wm 1&>

fb> Velocitv vectors

f £ l «W «&
05
05
0.7
05

04

05

(c) Speed isopleths

(d) Isobars and streamlines

05

0.7

05
0.1

(e) Isotherms
Fig. 5.2 Fine grid solution for natural convection at Ra = 10^
(a) grW, b) velocity vectors, c) speed isopleths, d) isobars, and e) isotherms.
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Solutfon usinp h-Adaptation

(a) Enriched grid and streamlines
J»

if!»

( b) Velocity vectors
n il «fc.4 a iu « liit »Jbi n ilu

(c) Speed isopleths

(d) Isobars

'*f; lii §h all all ala ak ak ala ak aft

OJ
as
0.7
0.8

>

as
0.4
OJ

oa
0.1

(e) Isotherms
Fig. 5.3 h-A d^ted grid solution for natural convectfon at Ra = 10^
(a) grkl, b) vefocity vectors, c) speed isopleths, (Q isobars, and e) isotherms.
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Comparison ofComputatinnal Requirements
The required CPU time for the fine mesh solution was 1 hour S3 minutes and 34
seconds; for the adapted process the time was 33 minutes and 20 seconds, resulting in a
difference in requhed CPU time between the fine and h-adapted process o f about 80
minutes. For this problem implementing the h-adaptatfon algorithm increased the overall
solution speed. Also, on a per node basis the CPU time was 2.031 seconds per node for
the adaptation algorithm, which was less than the 3.41 seconds per node using the fine
mesh. The fine mesh had 2000 nodes and 1911 elements and the adapted mesh had 100
original nodes ending with 984 nodes and 1113 elements.

3-D Natural Convection in an Enclosure
Three-dimensional flow within a cubical enclosure due to differential heating is
probably the most popular 3-D problem studied over the last 25 years. Extending the 2-D
case to three-dimensions is relatively simple, and provides a convenient 3-D platform for
creating a set o f orthogonal meshes - hence its popularity for those using finite difference
and finite volume techniques.
Many o f the early solutions were obtained using the three-dimensional equivalent
o f the vorticity-streamfunctfon (xy-m) form o f the equations. Today solutions are
typically obtained by solving the primitive equations for velocity, pressure, and
temperature. A conq>rehensive review o f this problem is given in Gebhart et al (1988).
Mallinson and de Vahl Davis (1977) dkl one o f the earliest and insightful simulatfons.
Markatos and Pericleous (1984) conducted a numerical study including both laminar and
turbulent conditions. A set o f finite element based solutions showmg the threedimensional nature o f the fk>w as a fiinctfon o f the Raleigh number (Ra) was published
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by Pepper (1987) that included a set o f slides showmg stereographic images and a special
viewer which accompanied the journal Various alterations to this classic problem still
continue to be published, along with the inclusion o f other heat transfer modes.
The physical problem is shown in Fig. 5.4 along with the boundary conditions
attributed to each wall for a primitive variable formulation. Boundary conditions for the
streamline-vortichy (Y-m ) form o f the governing equations can be found in Mallinson
and de Vahl Davis (1977) who used an Alternating Direction Implicit method, or Pepper
and Harris (1978) using a Strongly Implicit Procedure.

Tcold
z

Fig. 5.4 3-D enclosure for simulating natural convection

In this problem, the non-dimensional coordinates a r e 0 ^ x , y , z < l , with 0 = 1
and 9 = 0 on two opposite vertical walls. All remaining walls are insulated and all walls
are no-slip velocity surfoces. The Raleigh number investigated in this research is
compared to other published solutions for Ra = 10^ with Pr = 0.7 (anr).
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Solution on Fine Grid
Simulations o f 3-D natural convection in an enclosure are shown and analyzed on
both fine and adapted grkis. A con^)arison o f solutions between a fine grid and an
ad^ted grid are made to examine the benefits fi‘om and difficulties associated with the hadaptive method for simulating natural convection with an incompressible fluid.
The fine grid is conqx>sed o f61620 evenly distributed nodes generating 56313
elements to form the enclosure. In the following figures, pertinent physical phenomena
are shown. The simulations are forRa= 10*.

1 2 3 4 S S 7 * a i O
T: a i 0 2 0 3 0 4 a s OS OjS 0 7 U OS

Fig. 5.5 Isotherms in mid-plane (y = 0.5) for 3-D natural convection in an enclosure
at Ra = 10* on fine grM.
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Fig. 5.6 Speed isopleths in mid-plane (y —0.5) for 3-D natural convection in an
enclosure at Ra = 10* on fine grid.
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Fig. 5.7 Isobars in mid-plane (y —0.5) for 3-D natural convection in an enclosure
at Ra = 10* on fine grid.
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Fig. 5.8 Velocity vectors in mid-plane (y = 0.5) for 3-D natural convection in an
enclosure at Ra = 10^ on fine grid.
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Fig. 5.9 Isotherms in mid-plane (y = 0.5) for 3-D natural convection in an enclosure
at Ra = 10^ on fine grW.
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Fig. S. 10 Speed isopleths in mid-plane (y = 0.5) for 3-D natural convection in an
enclosure at Ra = 10^ on fine grid.

Fig. 5.11 Taylor-Gdrtler phenomena for 3-D natural convectfon in an enclosure
at Ra = 10^ on fine grid.
Note: the domam is elongated to better render the vortex.
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Adapted Grid Solution
A coarse grid o f 17577 nodes and 15600 element evenly distributed to form the
domain was adapted during the solution process ending with 43298 nodes and 35576
elements mostly added around the perimeter o f the enclosure.

Fig. 5.12 Isotherms in mid-plane (y = 0.5) for 3-D natural convection in an enclosure
at Ra = 10^ on h-adapted grid.

Fig. 5.13 Speed isopleths in mid-plane (y = 0.5) for 3-D natural convectfon in an
enclosure at Ra = 10^ on h-ad^ted grid.
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Fig. s. 14 Isobars in mid-plane (y = 0.5) for 3-D natural convection in an enclosure
at Ra = 10^ on h-adapted grid.

Fig. 5.15 Velocity vectors in mid-plane (y = 0.5) for 3-D natural convection in an
enclosure a t ^ = 10 on h-adapted grid.
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Fig. 5.16 Isotherms in mid-plane o f y = 0.5 for 3-D natural convection an
enclosure at Ra = 10^ on h-adtq)ted grid.
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Fig. 5.17 Isobars in mid-plane o f y = 0.5 for 3-D natural convection an enclosure
at Ra = 10^ on h-adapted grid.
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Fig. 5.18 Taylor-Gôrtier phenomena for 3-D natural convection an enclosure
at Ra = 10^ on h-adapted grid.
Note: the domain is elongated to better render the vortex.
Comparison o f Computational Requirements
The solution CPU time for the fine mesh solution was 439 hours, 45 minutes and
for the adapted process, the time was 143 hours, 31 minutes, a difference in time between
the fine and h-adapted process o f about 296.25 hours. For this problem implementing the
h-adaptation algorithm increased the overall solution speed. On a per node basis the
CPU time was 29.69 seconds per node for the adaptation algorithm, which was greater
than the 11.9 seconds per node using the fine mesh. Although the time for the adapted
mesh was foster, resolution wasn’t as dense as the fine grid resulting in a solution that
isn’t as symmetric and somewhat oscillatory. The dififorences in the solutions and the
occurrence o f oscillations using adaptation is discussed next.
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Discussion o f the Results for the 2-D and 3-D Natural Convection
The velocity and isopleths for the 2-dimensional problem, shown in Fig. 5.3 are in
good agreement with the corresponding fine mesh results shown in Fig. 5.2. The velocity
and isopleths for the three-dimensional problem, shown in Figs. 5.12 to 5.17 are not in
exact agreement with the corresponding fine mesh results shown in Figs. 5.5 to 5.10.
There is a symmetry plane at y = 0.5 in the 3-D solution that have the same Bernard cells
as the 2-D problem in the symmetry plane. Both the fine mesh and adapted mesh
solutions exhibit Taylor-Gôrtler vortices that are very similar as shown in Figs. 5.11 and
5.18, respectively.
A reason for the differences in the solution between the adapted meshes and the
fine mesh might be that wavelengths o f 2 Ax are being resolved in the finer regfons and
are adding onto the longer waves. This is referred to as aliasing o f shorter waves onto the
longer waves. Once resolved these shorter waves become represented energy or “newly
discovered” energy that must be transported, i.e., conserved. This phenomenon will
cause oscillation, inaccuracies in the long wave solutions, and can make the solution
unstable. Fortunately, in elliptk; problems where there is dissipation, these perturbations
are not noticeable throughout the domain. There is attenuation at some distance fix)m the
perturbation. For hyperbolic equations or fluid flow with high Reynolds numbers, the
perturbatfons are not recognized upwind. However, for elliptk equations this is not the
case, and care must be exercised to have a uniform gradation. Three-dimensional
problems including the simple problems shown in Chapters 4 and 5 will require the
addition o f a large number o f elements to accommodate these shorter wavelengths and
the difficulties associated with them.
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Natural convection in an enclosure does not lend itself to attenuation o f the
shorter wavelengths. The shorter waves are not transported out o f the domain. A lack o f
attenuation quickly creates a skuation where aliasing causes an oscillatory solution,
inaccuracy and even instability. The use o f a higher order approximating polynomial,
e g., a quadratic Lagrangian, in combination with the h-adaptive method is suggested for
use in a problem o f this type.
In Table 5.1 comparison is made among results &om several investigators, the
fine mesh solution and adapted mesh solutions.

Table 5.1. Target Values for Laminar Natural Convection.
Case““ '
2-D '
2-D foe mesh
2-D h-adapted
3-D^
3-D fo e mesh
3-D h-adpated

Pr

Ra

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7

10^
10*
10*
10*
l(f
10*

maximum velocity
horizontal
vertioü
47.36
71.31
57.3
78.8
56.4
79.6
41.0
69.8
73.4
129.0
79.9
142.0

1. de Vahl Davis, 1981
2. Pepper, 1987
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CHAPTER 6

LID-DRIVEN CAVITY

General Domain and Boundary Conditions
One o f the most studied benchmark problems for numerical simulation o f
incompressible o f fluid flow is flow within a rectangular cavity with a tangential constant
velocity or tangentially moving wall along the upper surfoce. Numerous papers have
appeared in the literature and conference proceedings dealing with this simple problem
including many using the projection method described in Chapter 2 (Gresho, 1984;
Ramaswamy, 1992). Many numerical modelers (commercial CFD code companies) use
the problem as a benchmark or code validation problem, and at least one physical
experiment has been performed in three-dimensions to quantify the flow (Freitas, 1985).

2-D Lid-Driven Cavity
Almost all numerical model CFD code developers have simulated the problem o f
2-D flow within a rectangular cavity. The simulation and problem setup are quite easy to
perform. The problem dimensions (non-dimensfonal) are 0 < x, y ^ 1; all walls are no
slip boundaries except the top surfoce which is viewed either as a moving wall with no
slip surfoce or as constant velocity flow parallel to the top opening in the cavity.
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Because the problem geometry is rectangular, the physical problem can be readily
discretized using orthogonal global meshes. The goal o f this benchmark problem is to
produce the correct pressures and velocities for a given Reynolds number. Figure 6.1
shows the problem geometry and velocity boundary condition on the top surfoce that has
a non-dimensional value o f 1.
U

Fig. 6.1 2-D driven cavity configuration.

Fine Grid Solutions
A comparison o f solutions amoung a fine grid, a partially adapted grid, and fully
adapted grid are made to examine the benefits fi'om and difficulties associated with
simulating flow within a cavity. The comparisons between the fine mesh solution and the
adapted meshes are made for Reynolds numbers o f400,2000 and 5000. Comparisons
are made in a general sense to solutions by others at the end o f the chapter. Figure 6.2 (a,
b, and c) show the grid, velocity vectors, and isobars, for the solution on a fine mesh at a
Reynolds (Re) number o f400, respectively.
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(a) Fine mesh and streamlines
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(b) Velocity vectors
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(c) Isobars
Fig. 6.2 Fine mesh sohitkn for 2-D driven cavity atR e = 400,
a) grid and streamlines, b) velocity vectors and, c) isobars.
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Fig. 6.3 Fine mesh solutbn for 2-D driven cavity at Re =2000,
a) grid and streamlines, b) velocity vectors, ami c) isobars.
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(b) Velocity vectors
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(c) Isobars
Fig. 6.4 Fine mesh solutfon for 2-D driven cavity at Re = 5000,
a) grid and streamlines, b) velocity vectors, and c) isobars.
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Sohitmns using b-Adaptation - Partially Adapted Grid

(a) Adapted mesh and streamlines
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(c) Isobars
Fig. 6.5 h-adapated grki solutran for 2-D driven cavity at Re = 400,
a) grki and streamlmes, b) velocity vectors and, c) isobars.
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Fig. 6.6 h-adapted grki solution for 2-D driven cavity at Re = 2000,
a) grki and streamlines, b) velocity vectors and, c) isobars.
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(a) Adf^ted mesh and streamlines

(b) Velocity vectors
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(c) Isobars
Fig. 6.7 h-adatped grid solution for 2-D driven cavity at Re = 5000.
a) grid and streamlines, b) velocity vectors and, c) isobars.
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Solutions usinp h-Adaptation - Fully Adapted Grid
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(a) Fully adapted mesh and streamlines
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Fig. 6.8 Completely h-adatped grki solution for 2-D driven cavity at Re = 400.
a) grid and streamlines, b) velocity vectors and, c) isobars
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Fig. 6.9 Completely h-adatped grid solution for 2-D driven cavity at Re = 2000.
a) grid and streamlines, b) velocity vectors and, c) isobars
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Fig. 6.9 Completely h-adatped grki solution for 2-D driven cavity at Re = 5000.
a) grid and streamlines, b) velocity vectors and, c) isobars
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Comparison o f Computational Requirements
The required CPU time for the fine mesh solution was 1 hour S3 minutes and 34
seconds and for the adapted process the time was 33 minutes and 20 seconds, resulting in
a difference in required CPU time between the fine and h-adapted process o f about 80
minutes. For this problem implementing the h-adaptatfon algorithm increased the overall
solution speed. Also, on a per node basis the CPU time was 2.031 seconds per node for
the adaptation algorithm, which was less than the 3.41 seconds per node usmg the fine
mesh. The fine mesh had 2000 nodes and 1911 elements and the adapted mesh had 100
original nodes ending with 984 nodes and 1113 elements. The folly adapted mesh results
in a mesh for 8000 nodes (80 x 100), and 7821 quadrilateral elements.

Discussion o f the Results firom the 2-D Lid-Driven Cavity
Velocity and pressure are in good agreement with results obtained by Gresho and
Chan (1990) and Jiang (1998). The solutions between the fine mesh and the adapted
mesh demonstrate the need for a refined grid in areas o f high gradients. It is also clear
that neither grid was sufficiently dense to adequately resolve the pressure field
everywhere. Clearly, the use o f adaptation is a benefit, however the gradient method
implementation did not refine the mesh in locals that still required better resolution as is
demonstrated by the solutions obtained on the completely adapted grids. The fully
adapted solutions are comparable to those found in the literature (Gresho, 1990). It is
suggested that the use o f an a posteriori error estimator be used in conjunction with the
rapid mesh embeddmg method to be able to obtain good pressure resolutfon throughout
the domain.
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PART in

ENVIRONMENTAL FLUID DYNAMICS:
APPUCATIONS TO FLOW AND
MASS TRANSPORT IN THE
ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER

Accurate evaluation o f mass transport in the atmosphere requires the ability to
either correctly predict the wind directions over conq)lex terrain or to evaluate the winds
with nearly continuous updating. In this part, mass transport using Lagrangian particles
is developed in Chapter 7. Following the mass transport development, the evaluation o f
an atmospheric wind field is presented in Chapter 8 along with an example Lagrangian
particle transport (LPT) in a diagnostic wind field.
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CHAPTER?

LAGRANGIAN PARTICLE TRANSPORT ANALYSIS
The model in this study utilizes Lagrangian particle transport (LPT) to simulate
the transport and dispersion of species concentration. The LPT is based on a
stochastic/random walk approach for turbulent diffosion to model velocities and
concentrations within the atmosphere. In the application o f the random walk model, the
particle displacement in each o f the coordinate directions is calculated independently
using displacement algorithms. The velocity o f each particle is obtained from the
application o f the finite element method (FEM). Velocity conqwnents are obtained
anywhere within the problem domam by interpolation. A general probability distribution
(correlation fiinction) for the random component o f motion due to dispersion is used to
account for the difrusion tensor.

Fokker-Plank Approach
Particles are used to represent pollutant mass. Changes in particle position are
calculated to simulate pollutant mass transport due to advection and difrusion. Writing
the transport equation in the Eulerian form as

where 'C is the concentration and '( / ' is the velocity as described m Eq. 7.2 below.

I ll
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The velocity vector U; is expressed in terms o f advectmn and "flux" diffusion as
(Runchal, 1980)
(7.2)
with U; being the true advection velocity vector and the "flux" velocity defined as

By combining the advection and diffusmn terms, a total equivalent transport
velocity can be obtained. The form o f the transport equation becomes identical to the
equation o f continuity for a general conqiressible fluid. The original problem o f turbulent
diffosfon is transformed into one describing the advective changes o f fluid density in a
compressible fluid moving in a velocity field o f total equivalent transport velocities.
Mass particles are synonymous with density and follow the fluid motion or velocity field.
Le., they are Lagrangian particles in a non-solenodial field o f total equivalent transport
velocity. Their number in any location (volume) determines the concentration o f
pollutant for the original diffusion problem.
The probability distribution function for a three-dimensional space is (Runchal,
1980)
P J X ..I)

r
(4ta) > (K ,K zK ifi

)

(7.4)

where Xi are the position vectors in the direction o f the principal axes and K 1K2K3 are the
diagonal components o f the second-order dispersion tensor in the direction o f the
principal axes.
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The transport equation for this distribution can then be written as (P=P(x,,t))

ot

dxi

Ox,

oxj

(7.5)

where the tensor summation convention has been employed and K,j is a second-order
dispersion tensor. This is the Fokker-Plank equation or the forward Kolmogorov
equation (Todorovic, 1992). The inclusion o f particle decay, settling, and more complex
dispersion processes involving specified turbulence correlation can be included.

Random Walk Approach
The problem o f transport o f particles by advection and dispersion represented by a
stochastic transport equation can also be represented simply as a series o f random walks.
Each o f these random walks is composed o f a deterministic advection component and a
random component.
A stochastic difiusion process (Todorovic, 1992) can be discribed by the relation
dx{t) = w(x(f)) d t+ <T(x(f)) dW{t)

(7.6)

Equation (7.6) states a displacement is a function o f a deterministic component (velocity)
and a random component. The random component can be defined by a Wiener process
dW (r) weighted with standard deviation o f the distribution. This equation has been
shown to be equivalent to the forward Kolmogorov approach (Runchal, 1980).
The position vector increment for any particle at any time t ', can be written as
x,-Xo= \\U ( xe>t')dt'-^\\D(xf.Odwe

(7.7)

where the forst integral is an ordinary displacement equation using velocity and the
second equation is Ito s stochastfo mtegral with Wiener process dW(r *), usii% D as a
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deterministic forcmg fonction for the random conqranent o f motion. This equation can be
expressed simply as
S x (w,0 = S xu -^^ xd

(7.8)

Sxo(yv.t) = i [ n r ^ d ’t

(7.9)

where

with D is assumed to be equivalent to K and nr is a normally distributed random number
with a mean value o f zero and a standard deviation o f unity.
The integral can be further simplified to
SXo= nA

The variance obtained from Eq. 7.10 is the same as that from Eq. 7.9. Thus, Eq. 7.10 can
be written as
x ,- x , =

'+ n Ji',p K (x„ t')d l

(7.11)

For a rigorous application o f the random walk method, the net particle displacement must
be calculated by integration. However, with U and K as arbitrary functions of space and
time, it is not always possible to obtain a closed form solution. It is generally sufficient to
assume that the mean velocity and random components can be calculated separately and
linearly superimposed (Runchal, 1980).
For steady or quasi-steady flows, the time scale o f particle motion is much smaller
than the characteristic time scale o f change in the mean velocity and the dispersion fields.
In such a case, it is often more convenient to express U and K as functions of the position
vector Xi, rather than as Lagrangian functions o f time.
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In the application o f the random walk model, the particle displacement in each o f
the coordinate directions is independently calculated from the displacement algorithm,
Eq. 7.11. Before this is performed, however, the mean velocity, U, and the dispersion
due to turbulence or other stochastic mechanisms must be specified. The velocity o f any
particle is obtained from the application o f the finite element method which can be used
to obtain velocity components anywhere within the problem domain using nodal mesh or
interpolation. A general probability distribution or correlation fiinction for the random
component o f motion due to dispersion is utilized to account fi>r the dispersivity tensor,
K.
The calculation to advance the particle configuration in time proceeds in steps, or
cycles, each o f which calculates the desnred quantities fiir time t + At in terms o f those at
time t. Hence,
x,(t + At) = x.(0+UAt

(7.12)

The velocity components are the fictitious total velocities determined fiir the
beginning of the time interval and initial particle positions. Every particle is advanced
each cycle to a new position using Eq. 7.12. Thus, the particle traces out in time a
trajectory for the pollutant mass. A size fi>r the tune step is determined via a binomial
process, such that each particle's movement is restricted to traveling no fiirther than the
neighboring cell. This assures accurate prediction o f the advection process. When the
cells are large however, further restriction is required on the movement of the particles if
some sense o f a plume is desired. The particle positions are updated using an interpolated
total velocfty fi)und from the nodes and the piecewise linear polynomials. In
two-dimensions the velocity at the current location can be simply determined within the
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global domain by
T
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1

(7.13)
Vi

where x, and yi are the coordinates for the current location o f the particle as determined
from the previous calculation o f the positional changes. The time increment. A/, is
chosen so that the particle travels no further than the current element’s neighbor, thereby
providing an accurate trajectory. It is possible to map the global space to the natural
space as defined in Chapter 1 and then calculate or interpolate the velocity in the local
domain using the predetermined shape frmctions. But, it is not clear that this is any faster
than simply inverting the 4x4 in 2-D as described m Eq. 7.13 or 8x8 matrix in 3-D.
Boundary conditions are introduced by modifications o f the fictitious total
velocities. Solid boundaries are simulated by not allowing particles to be transported
across the boundaries. In each cycle, the fictitious total velocity for each cell is calculated
as the sum o f the advection velocity and the random turbulent flux velocity. The
concentration per unit volume is calculated from the particle masses.
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CHAPTERS

DIAGNOSTIC WIND FIELDS IN THE
ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER

Introduction
Generation o f a di%nostic wind field generally refers to the evaluation of the
current atmospheric state in the lower boundary layer or troposphere. The determination
o f the wind field from measurements has been accomplished with numerous algorithms
using finite difference and finite volume approaches.
The character of the problem is an inverse, where the data o f known or measured
dependent variables existing in the domain are sparsely distributed. Determining the
wind field from tower data is accomplished by projecting measured data onto a
discretized domain. Since using meteorological tower data is a local representation o f the
overall atmospheric behavior, a "realistic" wind field is not solely a potential field. This
is particularly true in complex terrain where eddies and local heating and cooling are
occurring. Determining the diagnostic wind field requires some understanding of
atmospheric boundary layer physics.

117
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Boundary Layer
A lengthy description o f the atmospheric boundary layer is not warranted here and
would be unnecessary to describe all the atmospheric physical processes. However, it is
prudent to provMe some information for a general understanding o f the various
atmospheric sublayers and how to develop a diagnostic view o f the winds. The boundary
consists o f different zones o f varying thickness. These zones depend on pressure
gradients, convective transport, and variational radiation efflux.
Always present is the sur&ce layer. This layer comprises the lower 10 percent o f
the boundary layer and can range in height from SO to 300 meters. During the day above
the surfoce layer are the mixed convective layer and the inversion or cloud layer. At
night, the convective layer changes to a stable boundary layer as the mixed layer is
eroded by cooling and the subsequent stratification o f air. The enthe daytime mixed
layer may not stratify, thereby creating a neutral layer or residual portion o f the mixed
convective layer (Jacobson, 1999). This layer is also known as the Ekman layer, since the
wind directions are altered as a result o f difference in forces which are being balanced at
the top and bottom o f the layer. This alteration forms a spnal when connecting the
changing vector directions - the Ekman spiral. At the bottom o f the Ekman layer,
frictional forces are being balanced with pressure forces and the Coriolis force. At the
top o f this layer is the free troposphere where the pressure force is being balanced with
the Coriolis force, and surfoce friction is no longer important.
Another important feature o f the boundary layer in complex terrain is diurnal
flow. Air cooling near the surfoce creates a sinking flow since the surrounding air is less
dense. This is part o f the diumal flow cycle. The other part o f the cycle is produced
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when conductive beating o f the air next to the surfoce occurs in the morning as the sun
warms the earth. This anr becomes less dense than the surrounding air and such rising an
may also carry high amounts o f water vapor, making it even more buoyant. The
thickness o f this flow is measured in meters or tens o f meters - it is part o f the surfoce
flow.
The wind profile for the surfoce layer, although influenced by mechanical
turbulence and convective thermals, has a general time averaged appearance of a
logarithmic shape (Jacobson, 1999). Defining the friction velocity, u„ which represents
the wind shear on the ground a sr, = p u l, leads to various formulations for the average
wind profile.
Defining the turbulent exchange coefficient for momentum in a neutrally stratified
atmosphere as
K „ = ku ,z

(8.1)

where k is the von Karman constant o f proportionality, and z is the height above the
effective height o f the surfoce z ,, and realizing that turbulent flux is given by,
t= K .p ^
oz

(8.2)

a gradfont for the velocity can be determined by

OZ k z

(8.3)

Integrating this velocity gradient equation produces the average velocity as a frmction o f
height, a logarithmic profile (Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994),
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f

z

\
(8.4)

\^oJ
For an unstable surfoce layer, Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (Pielke, 1984;
Blackadar, 1997; Jacobson, 1999) is popularly used to determine the friction velocity and
exchange coefficients.
If the time fluctuations in the mean wind are measured with components, u , v , w ,
then the friction velocity can be determined dfrectly with (Jacobson, 1999)
\2

1/4

(8.5)

Above the surfoce layer in the mixed layer, large-scale convective motions driven
by heat flux from the surfoce are important (Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994). This layer may
extend to several kilometers the height o f which is defined **where the ground surfoce no
longer influences the dependent variables through the turbulent transfer o f mass" (Pielke,
1984).
An approximation which can be used to estimate winds at various heights is the
power law relation
u
u.

r

\

(8.6)

where ’p’ is assumed to be 1/7 (Blackadar, 1997) as related by turbulent boundary layer
theory (Schlichting, 1979) for the range for velocities generally seen in atmospheric
boundary layers, hence its name, the one-seventh power law.
When neglecting time dependency, all that remains are state variables for
velocity, tenqierature, pressure, and vapor content. It is a diagnostic look at the planetary
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boundary layer. The pursuit for an application o f h-adaptive methods for envnonmental
flow uses a diagnostic wind field to help establish the prognostic (forecast) wind fields as
well as provide velocity conqwnents for the scalar transport equations.

Wind Field Generation
Numerous researchers have used various schemes to determine current wind
conditions (Pielke, 1984). Sherman describes a finite difference scheme for both the
initialization of the wind field and a mass consistent correction as used in the LLNL
Mathew code (Sherman, 1978).
The scheme initially described by Sherman (1978) is applied to an unstructured
grid in this study, incorporating both a simple difference smoothing for wind field
initialization and a finite element mass-consistent correction analysis.

Finite Element Model for Determining a Mass Consistent Wind field
As an initialization to the finite element model, a simple difference scheme is
used to get values for velocity and other available data fi'om meteorological towers to the
grid points. This scheme is an iterative procedure which starts with a 1/r^ weighting of
the data onto nodes in the tower layer wliich are in the proximity to a tower. Iteration is
performed using a 5-point stencil until the values o f velocities are below some residual,
around 10"®.
Mesh Generation
Creating an unstructured finite element grkl starts with the incorporation of
United States Geologic Survey (USGS) digital elevatfon m ^ s (DEM) which contain
elevation data for a given size quadrangle. The resolution o f the map, or the grkl spacmg
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- distance between values for elevations, is determined by the map’s scale. In this, and
in past studies (Shi, 1995), DEM files with a 1:250,000 scale are used.
The grid resolution is available to 100 meters and there are 1201 data points per
latitudinal or longitudinal position - this results in 3 arc seconds o f the earth's
circumference being represented in the longitudinal direction. Latitudinal representation
is dependent on the ascension o f a desired grid. For any desired computational grid a
maximum o f four maps is required to provide the elevation data.
The surfoce elevation points are connected into quadrilaterals forming the surfoce
layer o f the earth. The next layer (tower layer at 10 meters) is created above the surface
layer and is added to a connectivity list forming the hexahedrals o f the bottom
atmospheric layer. This process is repeated by moving upwards at 50,100, and 300
meters. Depths o f the layers above the 300-meter layer are determined as a function o f
height and the desired number o f total layers. Creating more layers in the lower
boundary layer can also be accomplished. Synoptic wind from 500 mb and
determination o f the Ekman spiral require that a number of layers above the surfoce layer
be present. This increases the vertical density o f the grid.
Initialization
First an initial wind field is generated from sparse tower that doesn't consider the
terrain effects on mass continuity. This is accomplished in three steps. These steps are as
follows;
1) Smooth the data in an iterative process with a sùnple difference 5point stencil;
2) Interpolate smoothed tower layer data into the surfoce layer wmds
using the power law;
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3) Interpolate the now smoothed surfoce layer winds with the measured
synoptic scale velocity at about 5500 meters (18,000 feet), which is
^proxim ately 500 mb in pressure. These winds form the Ekman
layer.
The tower layer wind field or surfoce layer is determined by using an inverse
squared weighting,

. Determining the influence radius for each tower is a function o f

proximity o f nodes to each tower. Initially no consideration is made for vertical motion
that may be is induced by steep gradients in terrain. This is different from the analysis
used by Goodin (Goodin, et aL, 1980) and Anderson (1971) where the surfoce winds are
adjusted with consideration for mass continuity while smoothing the data onto the grid.
The difference in the approach presented here to that o f Goodin (Goodin, et aL,
1980) is related to the use o f a Galerkin weighted variational approach for adjusting the
velocity subject to mass consistency and employing no-slip boundary conditions after the
data has been smoothed or nudged onto the grid.
Tower Laver Smoothing

Once the data weighted with the inverse squared values are distributed on to the
tower layer, an iterative method to smooth the data onto the nodes is invoked. This
smoothing tries to ensure a two-dimensional continuity within the tower layer. A fivepoint filter is used for the process although the grid is not required to be orthogonal and is
given by
+ < l.y

=0-2(<y +

+ < y-I ) 0

)(1

<j

Kj
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When Ut = lth e measured velocity is maintained at the k* tower location. When this
parameter is zero the nodal value is a function o f the neighboring nodes. These equations
can be determined using either structured o r unstructured grid indexing. Indexing for an
unstructured grid is accomplished with the use o f element connectivity and the adjacency
list developed for use with the adaptive process. The unstructured grid equations, using
the adjacency and foce orientation as described in Chapter 3, are
n(nodk(^,l))+ «(wod)e(^,4))+ '
u(node(adjacent(k, 5,1), 1))+
u{node{k,\))=Q2
(1 -a * )+a* u(node{k, 1)) (8.8)
u(node(adjacent(k, 4 ,1), 1))+
^u{node{qdjacentik, 6,1), 4))
v(wo(fe(t,l))+ v(no</e(k,4))+ '
v{node(k,\))=Q2

v{node(adjacent(k, 5,1), 1))+
v(node(adjacentik, 4,1), 1)) +

(l-a * )+ a * v(no<fe(i,l))

(8.9)

v(node(adJacentiky 6,1), 4))
During iteration, changes in velocity are checked. The equation for this seeks a
maximum change in value less than some small value. Usually 10*^ is the desired norm,
that is.
S U p||C !y-V ,:JL ^^

(8.10)

Surface and Convective Laver rnitiaÜTatinn
Smoothing o f the convective layer is accomplished with the use o f the power law
profile described previously by Eq. 8.6. The exponent 'p% in Eq. 8.6 can be adjusted
from 1/7 to a value as determined by the stability o f the atmosphere. The value for ‘p’
also tends to be site specific. Pendergast (1976) developed a method for determining this
value fix)m meteorological data at the Savanna River Laboratory site in South Carolina.
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Klonan [jiymr rnftîalÏTatinn

Ekman layer smoothing has been accomplished in the past with a ^ weighting
(Sherman, 1978; Pepper and Brueckner, 1992). The top layer is the free-stream
troposphere, hence the measured synoptic scale winds are used. A linear interpolation is
used from the top o f the convective layer to the assumed top o f the boundary layer or the
free-stream troposphere. This equation is given as
u ix ,y ,z ) = ( u ^ ^ - u ^ y

(8.11)
top

comtct

After initializing and smoothing, a mass-consistent wind field calculation is performed
using a Galerkin variational analysis.
Ruler-F a^^ranpian Variational for Mass-Consistent Analvsis

The variational formulation for mass consistent flow seeks to minimize the
measure between the observed values w, ,v, ,and w, and values that are to be computed, u,
V, and w, subject to the constraint o f mass consistency or continuity.
The functional equation is given as
£(m,v,w,A)= jF (u ,v ,w )+ A G (u \v \w ’)dxdyck

(8.12)

a

Specifically, the equation for the minimization or the measure to the observed values
subject to continuity is
E { u ,v ,w ,A ) =

Ual (« -« .y +al ( v - v . ) '

+a^ ( w - w

)' + A |

<fr<^<&(8.13)

—

ySx

aL

dy

dz)_

where
F(«,v, w)

{u-u„ Ÿ +au (v-v„)^

and
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G (u \v \w ') =

^ du
dx

3v
dy

(8.15)

dz ^

The associated Euler-Lagrange equations that have minimizing solutions are
(Sherman 1978; Forray, 1968)

ÔV,

dx,

=0

The weighting terms or Gaussian precision moduli

(8,16)

and Uy must be determined.

These terms represent the relative weights associated with horizontal and vertical motion
in the atmosphere and must be assigned according to the terrain and the stability in the
atnoosphere. Obvmusly, the steeper and more complex the terrain, the larger the weight
for the vertical component. Calculation o f accurate moduli poses a significant limitation
to this mass-consistent process. Determination o f these moduli is accomplished using
a ?-i< rr=

(8.17)

where the <x, are observational deviations o f the observed field from the desired adjusted
field (Sherman, 1978).
The measured components o f velocity in the horizontal directions do not account
for all the mass traveling through a given volume. The mass consistent fluctuation in
velocity is given by

and is determined over an incremental volume where it is possible to assume no change
in density o f ahr. The root mean square time average produces a representative vertical
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conqronent o f velocity. In previous studies a ratio o f 0.01/1 vertkal to horizontal motion
was used (Sherman, 1978; Shi, 1995).
Mass continuity is checked durii% iteration and is calculated for an
incoiryressible flow

having a Galerkin residual statement o f
'âN ,
n

dx,

d n {v ,}< f

(8.20)

An integral value for this continuity equation less than some small value, e , is specified.
A value for g < 10'^ is difficult to achfove, and represents a small percentage o f air not
accounted for which could be moving vertically. Since the values o f weighting moduli
are the Achilles’ heel, it is understood that only reasonable approximations to the
movements o f the air are being generated, but may be accurate enough for an initial
estimate o f the 3-D flow field.
Lee (1988) uses the Euler-Lagrange variational as described by Eq. 8.13 without
incorporating the weighting moduli. This method creates the vertical movement o f air
that is solely based on terrain effects. As the top o f the boundary layer is reached the
vertical component is reduced to zero. This is a desirable result because the definition o f
the extent or height o f the planetary boundary layer is at a vertfoal distance where the
surfoce effects no longer influence the movement o f air. The variational statement is
ensuring mass consistency as a function o f fixed slip and no slip boundary condftions,
that is, the mechanical (surfoce) effects are included. This produces a wind field which is
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as sufficient as that o f the method utilizing weightmg moduli, and is used in the codes
developed as part of this work.

Atmospheric Mass Transport
This section provides an example o f how the Lagrange Variational is applied to
determine the approximate wind field over the Nevada Test She. The Nevada Test She
(NTS) is located northwest o f Las Vegas, Nevada by about 60 miles at hs nearest point,
and hs approximate boundaries are shown with the area’s topography in Fig. 8.1. The
NTS is nearly the size o f Rhode Island and the terrain is highly varied. The torturous
landscape consists o f mountains to 10,000 feet whh both narrow and broad valley floors
ranging in elevation anywhere fiom 3,000 feet and up.

Fig. 8.1 Topography o f the Nevada Test She regfon.
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In Fig. 8.2 the initial wind field is shown at an elevation SO meters above the
surfiice above the surfoce.

300000

Fig. 8.2 Velocity vectors at SO meter above the surfoce.
Particle Transport with h-Adaptive Grkl
Particle trajectories can be calculated as needed, say in response to an emergency,
after the wind field and diffiisivity tensor have been determined. Once the wind field is
generated from sparse tower data, mass consistency is assured with the use o f Eq. 8.14.
Usmg similarity theory or some other suitable method to determine the exchange
coefficients (as mentioned and referenced but not fully described) the particulate
diffiissivities are calculated. The random walk/stochastic method is then to determine
particulate trajectories.
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Fig. 8.3 Simulated particle trajectories over the Nevada Test Site.

Fig. 8.4 View o f simulated particle trajectories over the Nevada Test Site showing
movement around and over hills.
In Fig. 8.3 and 8.4 simulated particle trajectorfes over the Nevada Test Site are
showtL Multiple particulate sources have been simulated having paths that take them
over and around hills. Figure 8.5 shows particle trajectories in a high wind where the
source is centered m the Las Vegas Valley. Shown in Fig. 8.6 is the enriched coarse grkl
along the partfele track (only the lower layers o f the grkl are shown).
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m
Fig. 8.5 Particle trajectories and surfoce wind field for the Las Vegas valley.

Fig. 8.6 Adapted grid along the particle trajectorfos in the Las Vegas valley.
Computational Consideratfons
The solution o f the Euler-Lagrange mass consistent relation can be time
consummg for fine grkls. It is recommended that the decompositfon o f the geometry into
the back-substhution array be done for a given geometry and stored in file to be read in as
data. Then a mass consistent wind field could be generated for grkls o f 2 km resolution
within the response time required for an mitial assessment and preliminary forecast o f
species transport durmg a release acckient. It is recommended that the decomposition.
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Le., the generation o f the Laplacian operator, be made using a parallel sparse method. In
this manner, even finer grids could be utilized and still fidl within short time restrictions.
Current efforts to parallelize the code are showing promise. The code has been
run on 8 processors. The speed-up will be more significant when the sparse solvers are
incorporated. The adaptation and particle transport processes don’t lend themselves to a
parallel process welL but these portions o f the simulations are minimal compared to the
development o f the mass-consistent wind field.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION
Numerically solving incompressible flow momentum equations requires
knowledge o f mathematical and numerical concepts. Although mathematical theory and
model equations drive algorithm development, implementation o f numerical processes
and other computational aspects are required for successflil solution o f the non-reduced
set o f equations, even on simple domains.
The h-adaptive method shows promise for helping to efficiently solve 3-D
incompressible flows. From the literature it is evident that numerous 2-D adaptive
algorithms exist which function well for 2-D flows. However, little is published on the
quality o f solutions using the h-adaptive process for 3-D incompressible flows.
Complex three-dimensional incompressible flows requve satisfoctory grids, highend computers, large anoounts o f memory, sparse solution methods and, for efficiency
numerous processors. The described solution process requires more en^hasis on the
implementation o f the adaptive scheme using an error analysis described in Chapter 3.
Also needed is a process for handling the aliasing o f short waves. More efficient solution
algorithms (including parallelization and utilization o f parallel solvers) are indicated to
better solve 3-D problems. Time dependent simulation would be aided with the removal
o f the time constraints imposed by the viscous term (Peclet cell number).
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Akhoi^h the h-adaptive method is shown to improve the efficiency o f solving the
Navier-Stokes equations for laminar incompressible flow, it has its difficulties. One
difficulty is the resolution o f short-wave energy that is not subsequently being resolved
elsewhere in the domain. These waves apparently require a uniform gradation so as not
to adversely affect the longer wave solutions. One method to reduce the required amount
o f mesh gradation would be to use higher order polynomials.
The time increment imposed for numerical stability by the Peclet cell number
could be increased with the use o f an implicit Crank-Nicholson averaging when
advancing the diffusive term. That is, a time split between the advection calculation and
the diffusive term calculation o f the momentum equations.
Use o f a stochastic or random walk method for determining the trajectories o f
particles is shown beneficial for the modeling o f mass transport. This process isn’t
affected by the constraint imposed by the Peclet cell number associated with the Eulerian
transport method. The process is rapid, accurate, and is very useful when point sources
are o f concern.
The effectiveness o f the Euler-Lagrange variational method at determining mass
continuity o f a given wind field is assured by the mathematics upon which it is derived.
Although there are problems associated with creatmg an initial wind field from sparse
data, the application o f the variational to this initial wind field is accurate.
As with any research and development work, many new avenues have been
opened that will require more time and effort to follow. It is hoped that enough positive
avenues have been created so that there is worth in implementing these new avenues and
in making continued improvements.
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The finite element method that has been presented for the solutkm o f momentum,
heat and mass transport will provide a robust base for the development o f other codes.
Codes for molding turbulence, non-Newtonian fluids and atmospheric mesoscale motion
could rely on the codes developed and explained in this dissertation.
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APPENDIX I
NOMENCLATURE
English Letter Symbols for Variables and Constants
Cp

Specific heat at constant pressure

Cj

Concentration o f the j* species

Dj

Fickian diffosivity o f the j* species

D
f
Fr
g

L
Pe

Deterministic forcing function
Body force in the i* dhectfon
Froude number
Gravitational acceleration
Gravitational acceleration in the direction i* coordinate direction
Amplificatfon Factor
Grashof number
Thermal conductivity
Von Karman constant o f proportionality
Diagonal components o f dispersfon tensor in directfon o f principal axes
Turbutent exchange coefficient for momentum
Reference length
Peclet number

p*
P
Pr
Q
q
Qgj

Non-dimensional pressure
Pressure
Prandk number
Volumetric source term
Heat flux per unk area
Concentratfon source for the j* species

Q,
Ra

Volumetric species source term
Rayleigh number

S
Sc
t'
Tf

Derivative o f species or mass wkh respect to time
Schmidt number
Non-dimensional time
Fluid temperature

7^

Reference ten^)erature (hot or cold as indicated)

G
Gr
k
k
K 1K2K3
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Ui

Velocity ini* direction or i* conqwnent

u*

Non-dimensional velocity in i* direction or i* component

u
u.
u„

Instantaneous value o f fluctuation component o f velocity in the x direction
Friction velocity
Initial guess or current time velocity
Velocity at next time step

u"
U,
(/,
U /,

Velocity at next time step
Current or initial velocity
Velocity vector having conqx)nents u, v, w
Advection velocity
Difiusion velocity

V*

Predicted velocity
Species settling velocky

K,
X*
X,

Far-field velocity
Non-dimensional coordinate dhection
i* coordinate dnrection

wu
z.

Component o f turbulent stress tensor
Effective height o f the a surfoce

Greek Letter Symbols for Variables and Constants

P
Pfluid

Molecular thermal diffusivity
Moduli
Volumetric coefficient o f thermal expansion
Incremental distance
Limiting small value
wave number
Langrangian multiplier
Dynamic viscosity
Ambient dynamic viscosity
Density
Fluid density

Pu,

Ambient fluid density

0
V
T
îï

Stress tensor
Non-dimensional relation o f temperature
Kinematic viscosity
Turbulent flux
Turbulent flux in z direction

a
af
P
8
s
K
k
F
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Other Mathematical Notation
H " (Q )

Sobolev space

(Q )
b(T, W)
D
ÔD

Sobolev space subspace
Bilinear variatmnal inner product
Vector transpose o f gradient operators
Domain Z)
Boundary o f domain D

D“u
E (y,k)
K,j

n* derivative term
Euler-Lagrange variational statement
Dispersion tensor.

L[ )

Linear operator £

Û (n )
n
nr
n
P jX i. 0

Lebesque integrable space
Vector normal to boundary surfoce
Normally distributed random number
Domain omega
Probability distributbn functmn for a three-dimensional space

R( f , Xf )
cr
cT(x(jt))

Residual form o f Thermal transport equation
Standard deviation o f a probability distribution
Standard deviation o f a probability distribution

<T,
r
T
W,
dW(t)

Covariance o f a probability distribution
Observational deviations from mass continuity
Boundary o f considered domain
Polynomial approximation o f temperature
Polynomial weighting function
Wiener process

{}

Column vector

[ ]

Row vector or matrix
Time dependent vector o f velocity variable

[A (u )]

Advection Matrix

[K ,]

Stiffoess Matrix for velocity

[K f ]

Stififoess Matrix for velocity

[Kg. ]

Stiffoess Matrix for velocity

{F,}

Load vector for velocity

(F^ I

Load vector for velocity

(Fg.}

Load vector for velocity
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[M ]
M

N,

Mass matrix
Mass matrix
Shape function
Inner product

II«IIh -

Norm in Sobolev space

\<

Semi-norm in Sobolev space

ll'lk

L2 norm

Mathematical Operators
U«/I

Vx
V *«
A
D
Dr

Vector normal dot product
Kroneker delta
Curl
Vector dot product
First difference
Material derivative

d
at

Time derivative

V

Gradient operator
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